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from the chancellor

Duke Medicine delivers
Helping our neighbors get the health care they need

A recent study by the Durham County
Health Department found that the number
of adults in Durham who are employed but
do not have health insurance has swelled
from 15 percent in 2004 to 27 percent in
2006—a staggering increase. It’s estimated
that Durham—home to Duke Medicine—is
also home to more than 30,000 uninsured
residents. While they live within miles of one
of the world’s leading centers for medical
care, research, and training, they often have
no reliable way to take advantage of the
excellent health services that have earned
our hometown its nickname, the “City of
Medicine USA.”
That’s why I am excited to share with our
readers news about a new initiative called
Project Access of Durham County (PADC)
that Duke Medicine, Durham County, and
community health care professionals are
collaborating on to improve access to
specialty care for the uninsured. Currently,
Durham’s uninsured patients can access
primary care at Lincoln Community Health
Center and Duke’s neighborhood clinics at
Lyon Park and Walltown. PADC will help link
low-income uninsured patients to needed
medical care from specialty physicians or
other practitioners, ancillary services, hospital
care, and pharmacy services free of charge.
The program will serve eligible uninsured
residents who have lived in Durham County
for at least six months, have family incomes
equal to or less than 200 percent of federal
poverty guidelines, and are ineligible for
Medicaid, NC Health Choice, or Medicare.
Along with specialty care, PADC will offer
disease management and care management
to participants. We expect Project Access to
open in July 2008.
Endeavors such as Project Access reflect
one of the core missions of Duke Medicine: to
work to eliminate health care disparities, and
to create a future in which our world-class
clinical care is matched by an outstanding
ability to deliver that care to people both

in our community and worldwide. It’s an
ambitious goal, and one we’re tackling on a
number of fronts. We’ve built partnerships
with other concerned organizations in the
community to find new ways to bring vital
health services to underserved populations,
such as opening clinics in Durham’s public
schools (including a new community clinic at
Holton Community Center, which will also
serve as a vocational high school, currently
under construction) and working with UNC in
a joint program, launched earlier this year and
funded by the GlaxoSmithKline Foundation,
Duke Medicine [strives to] eliminate
health care disparities and to create a
future in which our world-class clinical
care is matched by an outstanding
ability to deliver that care to people
both in our community and worldwide.

to help Latinas learn mental-health coping
skills—and then teach them to other Latinas.
We’re also developing innovative care models
such as DERICK, interactive computer kiosks
designed to help reduce barriers to care (see
page 6), and serving as a national leader in
implementing the “medical homes” model
of team-based health care now advocated by
the Association of American Medical Colleges
(see page 8).

As our region continues to grow, we are
also expanding our “in-house” services to
meet the increasing demand for health care.
In April we received state approval for a major,
much-needed addition to Duke University
Hospital (DUH), which will add 16 new
operating suites, four ICUs, two step-down
units, and potentially as much as 500,000
square feet to our facility. Construction is
slated to begin in 2009, and we look forward
to sharing more details on this exciting
endeavor over the coming year. Meanwhile,
construction is already under way at DUH
on two new electrophysiology labs and a
new 13-bed pediatric cardiac ICU designed
to help us better serve heart patients. We’re
also broadening our services beyond Durham,
including making permanent our Life Flight
helicopter service from Johnston Memorial
Hospital in Smithfield and opening more
Duke clinics throughout Wake County,
including several at the new Duke Medicine
Plaza (see page 9).
One of the things that makes me the
most proud of these efforts is how many of
them are not solely a Duke enterprise—they
are collaborations with government, civic,
academic, and medical groups throughout
our area. In these initiatives and others, we
are joining forces to find better models
for delivering health care to our closest
neighbors, which is a fundamental step
toward improving health around the world.
	Victor J. Dzau, MD
Chancellor for Health Affairs,
	Duke University
	President and CEO,
	Duke University Health System
James B. Duke Professor of Medicine
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American science: an endangered empire?
A new report sends a grave and urgent warning about the state of American medical research.
also go a generation of promising research
that could cure diseases and improve the
health of millions.

Rescinding a renaissance

the report. “You create such a discouraging
atmosphere [that] they just go somewhere
else instead of academic research. We don’t
have to lose 50,000 researchers, just 50
really good ones. Once it happens, we won’t
get those people back….We could wake up
one day and find that U.S. science is not in
the lead anymore. To regain the lead at that
point would be very, very difficult.”

Between 1998 and 2003, Congress doubled
the budget of the NIH—something it has
done periodically since the NIH’s founding to
keep pace with inflation and research costs.
In many ways, this support transformed bioVictims beyond the pipeline
medical research. It enabled the completion of
Leaders of the report’s participating instituthe human genome project and the creation
tions add that the true victims of the current
of powerful tools that provide new windows
funding freeze are neither scientists nor
into biological systems. The fruits of these
efforts have been, among other things, break- America’s research prowess. “The risk [of continued flat-funding of the NIH] is that people
throughs in cancer diagnosis and treatments
who have diseases that five or 10 years from
that have caused cancer death rates to fall.
In 2003 the budget increases stopped. now should be curable are going to have to
wait a lot longer,” says Andrews. She notes
Since then, the NIH has experienced a 13
that programs such as Duke’s Translational
percent drop in real purchasing power. As
Medicine Institute are helping to speed the
a result, research progress has slowed, and
process of translating discoveries into treatleading researchers’ new ideas for funding
ments: “The knowledge is there, and we have
are stuck at a tollgate that results in only
the people who know exactly what to do to
12 percent of original research applications
study the things that turn into cures. But they
being funded upon first submission. Many
of these grants are only par- don’t have the funding to do it.”
“In my lab, we’re changing the way people
tially funded, and rejected
with lung cancer get treated,” says Duke
grants, which must be revised
researcher Anil Potti, MD, whose genomic
and resubmitted, are clogging
technologies made international headlines
the system, creating a queue
last year and are now in clinical trials at Duke
in which young researchers are
Medicine hospitals. “If I had more resources,
often at the back of the pack.
what we’re doing today could’ve been done
The frustration resulting from
this backlog will have disas- months ago, a year ago. We could be saving
lives every day.”
trous implications for American
science, the report predicts.
“You can lose a generation of “A Broken Pipeline?” was co-authored by
Brown University, Duke University, Harvard
researchers pretty fast,” says
University, The Ohio State University, Partners
Joshua Berger, PhD, founder of
HealthCare, the University of California
Vertex Pharmaceuticals and chair
Los Angeles, and Vanderbilt University. Read
of the Biotechnology Industry
more at brokenpipeline.org.
Organization, who is quoted in

*RO1 Equivalents: RO1, R29, R37. Source: National Institutes of Health

DukeMed

“What a strange business this is,” says
Nancy Andrews, MD, PhD, dean of the School
of Medicine at Duke, about today’s academic
biomedical research profession. “We stay in
school forever. We have to battle the system
with only a one-in-eight or one-in-10 chance
of getting funded. We give up making a living
until our forties. And we do it because we
want to help the world. What kind of crazy
person would go for that?”
A new report warns that fewer and fewer
of America’s brightest minds are likely to.
The 20-page report, “A Broken Pipeline?
Flat Funding of the NIH Puts a Generation
of Science at Risk,” was released by seven
major research institutions, including Duke,
in March. It describes the toll that cumulative stagnant government funding of the
National Institutes of Health (NIH) is taking on
the American medical research enterprise—
particularly its young investigators. The report
concludes that if the NIH does not get consistent, robust support in the future, the nation
will lose a generation of scientists to other
careers and other countries. With them will
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Groundbreaking gift
to fund medical education
facility, pediatric care

From left: Russell M. Robinson, chairman of The Duke
Endowment; Chancellor for Health Affairs Victor J. Dzau, MD;
and Duke President Richard H. Brodhead, PhD, pose in front
of a portrait of James B. Duke.

The remaining $15 million will be used to create a leadingedge facility for the McGovern-Davison Children’s Health Center.
It will link inpatient and outpatient services, consolidating all
pediatric and adolescent beds in a family-friendly environment.
Past gifts from The Duke Endowment to the medical center
have supported the main Duke University Hospital building,
several research buildings, the children’s health center, the Albert
Eye Research Center, and the School of Nursing building.
“Financial support from The Duke Endowment throughout
the history of the Duke University School of Medicine and Duke
University Medical Center has been a major factor in our ability
to achieve and maintain a position of national and international
leadership in academic medicine,” said R. Sanders Williams, MD,
senior vice chancellor for academic affairs.
Established in 1924 by Duke University founder James B.
Duke, The Duke Endowment seeks to improve lives and communities in the Carolinas through higher education, health care,
rural churches, and children’s services. With assets of more than
$3.2 billion, the Endowment has awarded more than $2.2 billion
in grants since its inception.
View highlights from the announcement ceremony at
dukemedicine.org/giving.

DukeMed

The Duke Endowment of Charlotte, North Carolina,
is giving $50 million to Duke University Medical Center to help
build a medical education facility and develop a state-of-the-art
inpatient facility for pediatric patients. It is the largest single gift
ever received by the medical center.
“James B. Duke’s original gift in 1925 created the School of
Medicine, hospital, and nurses’ home, and The Duke Endowment
has continued that important relationship over the years,” said
Russell M. Robinson, chairman of The Duke Endowment, who
presented the gift to Duke University President Richard H.
Brodhead, PhD, and Chancellor for Health Affairs Victor J. Dzau,
MD, at a ceremony held in April at Duke’s McGovern-Davison
Children’s Health Center.
“This new gift reflects so very well our founder’s compassion
for children and his desire for quality health care and education.
As Mr. Duke was driven by a spirit of innovation, we saw this
as a unique opportunity to help create state-of-the-art facilities,
provide patient-centered care and educate people of ability
and vision.”
In accepting the gift, Dzau said, “We are tremendously
grateful for this generous and important investment by The Duke
Endowment in the future of Duke University Medical Center.
Mr. Duke would be exceedingly proud of the quality of clinical
care, basic and scientific research, and education and training
conducted within the medical center. This gift will enable us
to continue successfully pursuing excellence across all of these
important missions.”
Plans call for $35 million to go toward the construction of a
Duke University School of Medicine Education Center, which will
enhance opportunities for medical students to learn and interact with one another, instructors, and clinical and basic research
faculty in a centralized location. As medical school dean Nancy
Andrews, MD, PhD, noted, “It is becoming increasingly important to have a facility that can house initiatives such as simulation
labs and provide space for the team-based learning programs
that are rapidly replacing traditional lecture-based learning.”
While the site for the Education Center has not been finalized,
plans for the building include classrooms, lecture halls, and gathering areas with moveable walls and seating so groups of up to
500 people can be accommodated in one place. The building
could also include office space for admissions and educational
staff, study and lounge areas for students, a café and bookstore,
and possibly a fitness center.
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New global health programs
for medical students and residents
Duke physicians and medical students who want
extra training in international health will soon have new
options. The medical school is launching a global health
track for third-year students this fall, and the medical center
has begun a new global health residency training program.
“Medical students at Duke are at the forefront of
efforts to integrate global health into the medical school
curriculum,” says Dennis Clements, MD, PhD, a member of
the Duke Global Health Institute (DGHI) who will serve as
director of the Global Health Third-Year Study Program. He
explains that over the past few years, faculty with interest
in global health have received more and more requests
from medical students seeking advice on global health
fieldwork opportunities, funding, and mentors.
“While some mentors or advisory deans may have
addressed these issues with students in the past, the global

health study program will ensure that everyone has access
to a common foundation of knowledge and information,”
Clements says.
The residency program, directed by Nathan Thielman, MD,
MPH, was jointly created by the Hubert-Yeargan Center
for Global Health and DGHI. It will include study toward a
master’s degree in public health through the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill and nine months working at
one of Duke’s global health sites. Eventually, DGHI intends
to offer a master of science degree in global health.
Says Michael Merson, MD, director of the DGHI, “This
sort of early training is vital to developing physicians who
not only have a passion to improve health worldwide,
but also will eventually become physician leaders in
global health.”
For more information, visit globalhealth.duke.edu.

A coordinated clinic for HIV families in Tanzania
Moshi. “We have seen the benefits of this model at Duke
University, but this is the first place in sub-Saharan Africa
that has been willing to adopt it.”
The clinic follows about 2,000 patients with AIDS, and
refers many of them to providers in rural locations for
continuing care after their initial evaluation. Teaching
health-care providers from rural areas of Tanzania will be an
important part of the center, since more than 80 percent of
the population of Tanzania lives beyond easy access of urban
resources such as the Child-Centered Family Care Clinic.
“Because AIDS is a family disease, we need to not just
care for a child or a parent,” says Bartlett. “Everyone in the
family needs to have some attention and be taken care of.”

DukeMed

In Moshi, a Tanzanian community at the foot of
Mount Kilimanjaro, the Duke Global Health Institute has
helped create an innovative new center to serve families
living with AIDS. The Child-Centered Family Care Clinic
hopes to synergize patient care, research, and professional
training by coordinating a full range of these services at the
local teaching hospital.
The clinic offers pediatric and adult medical care
(including obstetrics and gynecology) on site. It also
integrates home-based care, counseling services, and
health-care worker training. “This is a real effort to
coordinate care for HIV-infected families,” says John
Bartlett, MD, a Duke researcher who lives and works in

Visi t Duke Medicine onl i ne at dukem edi c i ne. org
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A kiosk spreads the health
His name is Derick, and he stands about six feet tall. His
blue exterior neatly contains innards of polished computer
hardware—keyboard, trackball, video screen, and printer.
And he is inhumanly
interested in the
quality of your health.
DERICK—a nickname for Distributed
eHealth Resource
Information Center
Kiosk—has been
stationed in clinic,
health department,
e m e r g e n c y ro o m ,
and social-service waiting areas across greater Durham as
part of a Duke-led effort called population health management, which uses technology and individual electronic health
records to improve the well-being of an entire community.
“It’s about working with people to improve their care and to
identify and try to eliminate the barriers to that care,” says
Jan Willis, research project manager in the Division of Clinical
Informatics in the Department of Community and Family
Medicine. Division chief David Lobach, MD, PhD, conceived
the program, which is funded through the Office for the
Advancement of Telehealth of the Health Resources and
Services Administration.

DERICK does his job well by adjusting to meet the
abilities of the user. Through a five-minute, 30-question
survey, aimed at collecting information on health risks and
barriers to accessing health care, he assesses each user’s
language and literacy level and adjusts the wording of the
questions to fit his or her abilities. Video clips provide a
friendly face and voice to guide the user. A speaker on the
unit can also read the questions aloud to the user if desired,
and all the content is available in English and Spanish. The
kiosk also offers each user a menu of printable brochures
on health topics that are relevant to him or her.
Anyone can get free health information from DERICK,
but when one of 40,000 potential Medicaid users in the
region enters a unique Medicaid number, the kiosk is able
to send information to the user’s health information file
and alert case workers of any issues of concern. There is
even a live chat function, which allows a Medicaid client to
speak through the kiosk with a health care manager.
So far the machines have been a success. From the
deployment of the first kiosk in March 2006 through
October 2007, there were 15,637 sessions initiated on the
kiosks and 5,099 users progressed through the first set of
questions. On average, each user printed three handouts,
more than the team had anticipated.

35 years of hope, healing, and
help from our friends
Duke Children’s Classic takes its final swing
This May the Duke Children’s Classic ended a remarkable
35-year run that generated $14 million to support care and research
at Duke Children’s Hospital & Health Center. While Duke Children’s
has decided to devote its resources to its many other fundraising
events in the coming years, here’s a quick tour of some memorable
milestones in honor of a true Duke classic.
Learn more at dukechildrens.org.

Perry Como, host of the first Classic

September 8, 1974: The first Duke

1980: Tennis star Stan Smith chairs a

Children’s Classic, hosted by singer Perry Como,
takes to the links for the kids at Duke Children’s
Hospital and nets $5,284.

new addition to the Classic lineup—a tennis
tournament.

1985: A running festival is added and
chaired by LeRoy Walker, PhD, of the U.S.
Olympic Committee.

DukeMed

Fall 1973: Over a Sunday morning game of
golf, pediatrics chair Samuel Katz, MD, and
pediatric neurologist John Griffith, MD, discuss
how to raise funds to meet Department of
Pediatrics needs—and hit upon the idea of a
golf tournament. Planning gets under way.

A scene from the first Duke
Children’s Classic
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Resourcefulness saves a resource
Duke Medicine squeezes out every drop of ingenuity
to save water in North Carolina’s historic drought
Dealing with North Carolina’s worst drought in recorded
history over the past year has been a challenge for everyone. Duke’s
medical facilities, consumers of nearly half of Duke’s water, had
to be exceptionally creative and conscientious in order to reduce
water use, given the top priorities of sanitation and patient safety.
Duke University Hospital has changed from a washable underpad
on patient beds to one that is disposable and biodegradable. This
change is estimated to save 58,000 gallons of water per week. Use of
waterless hand sanitizer is being encouraged, as is the reporting
of faucet leaks. Bed linens are being changed less frequently; staff
change linen only if it is soiled, or if requested by patients or their
families. Water heating systems are being tested to ensure that
hot water flows for hand washing within 60 seconds (most are
working within 30 seconds or less).
The automatic flush feature of toilets has been disabled with a
decidedly low-tech fix: black electrical tape over the sensors and
a note to patrons to “push the button.”
And there has been progress. Millions of gallons of water have
been saved already, and projects completed in recent months will
save an estimated 56 million gallons a year.
To make an even greater impact on the community at large,
Duke gave away 5,000 free low-flow showerheads to help faculty
and staff conserve water at home.
“The mindset has changed,” says Duke University Medical Center
senior plumber Pat Alford. “We’re making permanent changes
that mean we’ll be using less water now and going forward.”

Arnold Palmer in 1998

Jeff Foxworthy served as chair for the
final decade of the Classic.

1996: The Classic has a banner year,
raising $1 million.

1997: Comedian Jeff Foxworthy pays a

May 31–June 1, 2008: The Classic
celebrates its 35th anniversary and a
successful finale.

The Duke diet & Fitness Center’s reputation
for helping people achieve and maintain significant
weight loss has drawn patients from across the
nation, and recently the program made several
upgrades to better serve its growing clientele:
a new online weight-loss program, a new book,
and, as of this August, a new space that befits its
successful history.
A local athletic club is being reincarnated as the
new home for the Diet & Fitness Center (DFC), and is
scheduled to open its doors on August 24. The building, located on Douglas Street just off Erwin Road,
is being outfitted to meet the needs and ensure
the comfort of DFC clients. John McCall, operations
director for the DFC, says the upgrade is muchneeded and well-timed. “We’ve built a world-class
obesity treatment and health-management program
in spite of the challenges of working in a converted
YMCA building. When we settle into our new facility, we will have an expanded space that’s worthy
of a program known for helping people transform
their lives.”
The new facility is located closer to the Duke
Center for Living campus—home to the DFC’s sister
programs: Integrative Medicine, Executive Health,
and the Health & Fitness Center—as well as to Duke
University Hospital. The facility includes a number
of upgrades from the previous DFC headquarters,
including an expanded dining room and medical
clinic; improved locker rooms (featuring whirlpools,
steam rooms, and dry saunas), meditation rooms,
and massage therapy rooms; and more classrooms,
common areas, and office/consultation space.
Visit the center’s Web site at dukehealth.org/
Services/DietAndFitness, where you can link to the
online weight-loss program (dukediet.com). You can
purchase a copy of the book, The Duke Diet, through
the dukediet.com site.
DukeMed

quick call to Duke Children’s Hospital—
which becomes five hours visiting with
patients and families. Duke Children’s

won his heart, and he becomes the
Classic’s chair, serving through 2008.

Duke Diet & Fitness Center
steps into a new space

Visi t Duke Medicine onl i ne at dukem edi c i ne. or g
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Home, sweet medical home
Duke is helping to mold a new model of care that’s gaining traction nationwide.
A projected longer lifespan is great
news for the 79 million baby boomers—the
oldest of whom turn 62 this year. But it also
spells trouble for an ailing health care system.
The country already is struggling to care
for a graying population prone to multiple
chronic illnesses, and there’s no end in sight
to the shortage of generalist physicians and
geriatric specialists. Total health care spending
in the United States is ballooning, reaching
$2.3 trillion in 2007 and projected to hit $4.2
trillion annually by 2016.
Duke and the Association of American
Medical Colleges (AAMC) believe they’ve
found a treatment and are advocating a new
model of care called the “medical home,”

Lloyd Michener, MD

Susan Yaggy

DukeMed

which shifts care from today’s traditional
medical practice-centered model to teambased coordinated care. Much of that care
is delivered in-home to the elderly and frail
by mid-level providers in an effort to preempt
the likelihood of costly emergency room visits
and hospital stays.
In March, the AAMC published a white
paper on medical homes and began
encouraging its more than 300 member
academic medical centers and 250,000
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member teaching physicians, medical
students, and physician trainees to embrace
the medical home model. The AAMC will
promote the medical home concept to
policymakers, insurance companies, and other
health organizations as opportunities arise.
A central tenet of medical homes is that
patients, clinicians, and practices are supported to improve communication and
self-management, and to ensure that care
is coordinated, preferably through electronic
health care records.
Lloyd Michener, MD, chair of Duke’s
Department of Community and Family
Medicine, who contributed to the AAMC
white paper and gave a plenary speech on
the topic at the AAMC Physician Workforce
Conference, says a fundamental flaw in the
current health care system is that it requires
everyone—and especially the most ill and
immobile—to travel to the doctor’s office for
even the simplest of visits. As a result, many
people do not regularly see their doctors and
health problems escalate.
“The medical home concept recognizes
the critical role of physicians in health care,
but also that we are not always the best
or only answer to our patients’ problems,”
Michener says.
“We can’t ask doctors to do everything,”
adds Susan Yaggy, chief of the Division of
Community Health at Duke. “We can help
by building a team around the patient rather
than the physician’s practice.”
Duke has championed the medical home
concept for more than a decade through
its nearly two dozen community health and
education outreach programs and the recent

retooling of its Family Medicine Residency
Program to stress the role of family physician
as team leader. Duke also has provided
valuable research and outcome results to the
study of this new model of care.
For example, in “Just for Us,” a medical
home program at Duke which serves 300
Medicaid-enrolled, home-bound elderly
Durham residents, there was a 68 percent
decrease in hospitalizations, a 49 percent drop
in ambulance transport, and a 41 percent
drop in emergency room visits for patients
enrolled in the program for two years. Other
Duke programs are seeing similar results.
Growing interest in team-based health
care is driving an increase in applications to
the Duke Family Medicine Residency Program,
which grew fourfold after the new program
was announced, to 240 for the four spots
available this fall.
Duke also is helping to train practicing
physicians and other health professionals in
the medical home model, one of the AAMC’s
key recommendations. The Duke Health
Leadership Program (healthleadership.duhs.
duke.edu) offers health care professionals
on-site and online training so they can
return to their communities and begin
building alliances with existing community
organizations.
Duke also has started a new training
program for certified nursing assistants, is
providing online training in rural areas of
North Carolina, and is educating medical,
nursing, physician assistant, and physical
therapy students and residents about how
to organize services in the community to
improve patient health.

For more information, visit medicalhomes.duhs.duke.edu.
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Urgent care (the Duke definition)
Urgent care fills an important niche in health care—but not everyone is clear on exactly what that is.
Some physicians, he says,
(NP), and our urgent care doctors
mistake urgent care as an
have extensive experience in both
extension of the emergency
emergenc y and primar y care
medical service, referring their
medicine. Duke Urgent Care centers
post-operative patients to urgent
are also fully accredited by the Joint
care for issues such as fever.
Commission on Accreditation of
“When patients come to urgent
Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO),
care for these concerns, or for true
which means we meet the highest
health emergencies, they have to
standards of patient care and
Kevin Broyles, MD
be transferred to an emergency
safety. So when you come here,
room—which not only delays
you know you’re getting the rapid
access to care that well-seasoned PA and NP their own treatment, but also hinders the
professionals can provide, plus the assurance care for other patients at the clinic.”
Other people use urgent care as they would
that your care is backed by a physician’s
a primary care physician. Though some urgent
depth of knowledge and training.”
care centers welcome these “frequent flyers,”
When not to refer
Duke Urgent Care’s policy is to recommend
Broyles says it’s important for patients and them to a primary care doctor for needs such
physicians alike to know when urgent care as routine physicals or Pap smears. “Some
is the right choice, as well as what its limits
patients like to use urgent care for their
are. “What an urgent care center can do
primary care needs because it’s convenient—
is similar to what a primary care office can
we provide walk-in care, and patients are
do,” says Broyles. “Our scope of care is generally in and out in an hour,” says Broyles.
deliberately limited, however, because we “But because we rotate our providers and our
do not try to provide ongoing primary care scope of service is limited, urgent care is just
or emergency care.”
not a good way to get long-term care.”

Duke Medicine Plaza opens in Raleigh
As part of its efforts to expand
services in Wake County—one of the 10
fastest-growing counties in the United
States—Duke has opened the 84,600-squarefoot Duke Medicine Plaza on the campus
of Duke Raleigh Hospital. The new facility gives patients the convenience of a
variety of specialists and services under one
roof—a roof right next door to Duke Raleigh
Hospital, no less. It also offers perks such as
free, convenient parking and rapid access
to appointments with its physicians. Clinics
began moving in last spring, with the most
recent additions being Duke Otolaryngology,
including the Duke Voice Care Center, and
the Outpatient Imaging Center, which moved
into the first floor of the building this spring.

Specialty services located in Duke Medicine
Plaza include:
n

Duke Raleigh Outpatient Imaging Center

n

Duke Cardiology of Raleigh

n

Duke Otolaryngology of Raleigh and the
Duke Voice Care Center

n

Duke Gastroenterology of Raleigh

n

Duke Neurology of Raleigh

n

Raleigh Pulmonary and Allergy Consultants

n

Duke Thoracic Surgery of Raleigh

n

Duke Urology of Raleigh

n

n

Duke Neurosurgery of Raleigh (opening
fall 2008)
Duke Eye Center (opening fall 2008)

For more information, call 1-888-ASK-DUKE
or visit dukehealth.org.

DukeMed

Want to make Duke physician Kevin
Broyles, MD, wince? Just say that unpleasant
phrase: doc in a box.
Broyles joined Duke’s brand-new urgent
care service 10 years ago, when the field was
still struggling to earn respect and acceptance
from academic health centers. That’s because
urgent care centers were born in the late
1970s of an entrepreneurial spirit that some
people believe can compromise patient care.
Overhead costs in such centers are low;
patients enjoy rapid access to health care, but
the quality of that care has sometimes been
questioned.
Academic health centers such as Duke
ultimately embraced urgent care medicine,
because it meets a real need for rapidaccess and after-hours health care in our
communities. Broyles says Duke’s urgent care
service makes sure patients who need urgent
care have timely access that is backed by
proper medical expertise. “Not all urgent care
centers are equal,” he notes. “Duke’s centers
have at least one board-certified, Dukecredentialed physician on duty with every
physician assistant (PA) or nurse practitioner
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Duke launches a doctor draft
Duke Medicine will be recruiting
some 500 physicians over the next five
years, to keep pace with the growing health
system and the aging physician population.
To meet this manpower mandate, Duke has
become one of the first academic institutions
to establish a Physician Recruitment Office.
“We want to successfully attract, retain, and
reward high-performing clinicians, excellent
educators, and skilled researchers,” says Paul
Newman, executive director of the Duke
Private Diagnostic Clinic (or PDC, Duke’s
faculty practice). Last year alone, this office
assisted the clinical departments and Duke
University Affiliated Physicians organization
(DUAP) in the successful recruitment of 50
new doctors, and they’re currently conducting
more than 100 searches in various specialties.
Although Duke physicians number
1,300 strong, every year the health system

loses between 100 and 120 physicians to
retirement or outside recruitment. “More
than half of our faculty are 45 years of age
or older,” says Newman. “Also, our faculty
are a popular target for recruiters from other
academic medical centers, industry, and
private practice.”
Newman says that diversity is a key
component of the recruitment effort: “We
have a diverse population in the Triangle and
in the 18 key communities in central North
Carolina that we serve. We strive to have our
providers mirror the age, sex, and race of the
community at large.” But he notes that the
primary goal of the recruitment process is to
seek out excellent physicians who want to be
part of Duke Medicine.
For more information, contact
Donna Ecclestone, director of medical staff
recruitment, at 919-419-5057.

BY THE NUMBERS:
How Duke docs have changed in
number and focus
1990 to 1995: About 700 faculty
physicians; inpatient focus of care
1996 to 2001: About 900 faculty
physicians, plus at least 70 communitybased Duke University Affiliated
Physicians (DUAP) providers; care was
mostly Durham-centric
Today: 1,200 faculty physicians and
90-plus DUAP primary care providers;
focus is on the integration of inpatient
services between Duke hospitals, as
well as outpatient growth across the
greater Triangle

Looking for a new way to help others
achieve optimal health?
Duke Integrative Medicine has developed the Integrative Health Coach
Professional Training Program, the country’s first initiative of its kind based on
clinical experience and research.
Integrative health coaches partner with people who want to achieve maximum
health and wellness, and help them implement and sustain behaviors, lifestyles,
and attitudes conducive to optimal health.
Created for medical and allied health professionals by the experts who helped
establish the field of integrative health coaching, the program consists of four
sequential educational modules designed to:
n
n

n

promote a thorough understanding of the integrative health care model;
develop effective integrative health coaching skills for use with individuals and
groups; and
enhance participants’ skill sets, knowledge, and professional marketability.

The program will kick off this summer, with the first of the four modules
beginning August 7. The next session will begin in January 2009.

DukeMed

To learn more, visit dukeintegrativemedicine.org/health_coaching.
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A forecast for overnight fog
Neuroscience researchers at the Duke-NUS Graduate Medical School Singapore have identified
the changes in brain activity that could account for why sleep-deprived subjects can “crash” while
reacting slowly to stimuli.
The scientists found that even after sleep deprivation, people could have periods of near-normal
brain function. However, this normalcy was mixed with periods of slow responses and severe drops in
visual processing and attention. The results were published in the May 21 Journal of Neuroscience.
This study has implications for people who struggle through night work, from truckers to on-call
doctors. “The periods of apparently normal functioning could give a false sense of competency and
security, when in fact, the brain’s inconsistency could have dire consequences,” says Michael Chee, MD,
lead author and professor at the Neurobehavioral Disorders Program at Duke-NUS.

The great diverticulitis debate
istent in undeveloped countries where people
eat very high-fiber diets).
Surgery may be indicated in certain
uncomplicated cases, however, such as when
patients develop fistulas: abnormal connections between the colon and other organs
like the bladder, vagina, small bowel, or even
the skin. In these cases, surgery is uniformly
recommended.
The age of a patient also matters. Duke
surgeon Christopher Mantyh, MD, notes that
diverticulitis is becoming less of an older person’s disease—in part because the medical
community is diagnosing it better—and
that there is some controversy as to what
to do with younger patients. “If a patient is
younger than 40, they could have a more
aggressive form and perhaps should be
treated with surgery.”
On the flip side, complicated diverticulitis—for which surgeons typically recommend
removing part of the bowel—does not
necessarily mean an immediate trip to the
operating room. “Complicated diverticulitis
usually requires hospitalization, but, especially at Duke, we can drain these abscesses
percutaneously,” Mantyh says. “This, along
with antibiotics, will resolve the abscesses
and convert an emergent operation to an
elective procedure that does not require a
temporary colostomy.”
Fortunately, surgical treatment of diverticulitis can be easier on patients than it
has been in the past, thanks to modern

Danny Jacobs, MD

Christopher Mantyh, MD

advances. “We can and should offer laparoscopic surgery,” says Jacobs. “That doesn’t
mean this approach is right for every patient,
but there is far less discomfort and fewer
complications.”
Although laparoscopy is becoming more
common, not ever y surgeon uses the
minimally invasive technique. “Colorectal
procedures are on the high end of the
learning spectrum for laparoscopic surgery,”
says Mantyh, who does perform laparoscopy
for diverticulitis. “It requires advanced skills in
laparoscopy, and can be difficult if the colon
is very diseased.”
Jacobs notes that Duke’s residency training
program exposes residents to as much
laparoscopic surgery as possible. “In the past,
we also have offered continuing education
courses in which other surgeons work with
our surgeons and take those skills back into
their communities,” he says. “We hope to do
more of that in the future.”
For more information, visit surgery.duke.edu.
DukeMed

It sends more than 130,000 Americans
to the hospital each year. The symptoms—
pain, gassiness, nausea, fever—can be so
severe the sufferer may think it’s an attack
of appendicitis. But despite its prevalence
and the toll it takes on victims, the best way
to treat diverticulitis still a matter of debate,
says Danny Jacobs, MD, chair of Duke’s
Department of Surgery, who authored an
article on the topic in the November 15, 2007
New England Journal of Medicine.
An inflammation of the diverticula (sacs
in the colon wall), diverticulitis comes
in t wo basic vari eti e s — complic ate d
diverticulitis, when an abscess is present, or
uncomplicated diverticulitis, when there’s
not. Both are painful enough to make
sufferers seek relief, but the best ways to
provide it aren’t always clear.
“It’s an area of controversy—how many
attacks of uncomplicated diverticulitis must
occur before you recommend surgery?”
says Jacobs.
According to Jacobs, surgery has commonly been recommended after two attacks
of uncomplicated diverticulitis to minimize
the chances of a future attack, “but now
the thinking is that surgery is not always
required—especially for the many folks who
have milder attacks,” he says. Instead, he
recommends that they continue to receive
conservative medical treatment, including
antibiotics and perhaps eating more fiber
(interestingly, the condition is almost nonex-
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Heart attack patients OD—on aspirin

Could newly identified
genes lead to a heart diseasedetecting blood test?
Duke scientists have identified 11 genes in
circulating blood that can identify both the presence
and severity of coronary artery disease (CAD), which
affects some 15 million Americans. The results of their
study were reported at March’s annual meeting of the
American College of Cardiology.
“We believe this set of genes is exquisitely sensitive to
many inflammatory changes that occur when plaque is
building up in arterial walls,” says Duke cardiologist and
senior author William Kraus, MD. “Our study shows that
the activity of these genes is proportional to the extent
of the disease—meaning that a simple blood test based
on these genes could not only tell us if someone has CAD,
but also how bad the problem is.”
Such a diagnostic test could help both patients and
physicians avoid what can be a complex and costly series
of electrocardiograms, echocardiograms, stress tests, and
angiography—and enable patients with positive blood
tests to be fast-tracked into the cath lab for treatment of
their blockages.

DukeMed

When it comes to aspirin, Duke researchers say less is more in the
early treatment of heart attack. A study in the January 15, 2008 Circulation
shows that a low dose of aspirin appears to be just as effective as a higher
dose of the drug in initial treatment of ST-elevation myocardial infarction
(STEMI), one of the most common types of heart attack. A lower dose also
is safer because it is associated with less major or moderate bleeding.
Aspirin is one of the most widely prescribed drugs in the world, and Duke
cardiologist Jeffrey Berger, MD, says people—physicians included—may
underestimate its power. The very same mechanism that can break up lifethreatening clots can increase the chance of serious bleeding, which could
necessitate a transfusion or lead to stroke or even death. “So we need to
be very careful in how much aspirin we prescribe,” Berger says.
Berger led a team of researchers in reviewing the effects of a low versus
a high dose of aspirin in nearly 50,000 patients suffering from STEMI in two
international trials. Three-quarters of the patients got a low dose of aspirin
(162 mg or less), and the rest got a higher dose (325 mg). Investigators
tracked death rates and episodes of serious bleeding in both groups for
up to 30 days following therapy. The only difference between the two
groups in terms of short-term outcomes was a difference in bleeding:
those patients who took the higher dose of aspirin had significantly more
bleeding than those who took the lower dose.
The study does not provide the definitive answer regarding dosing
because it was observational in nature, and the participants in the trials
were not randomized to pre-set dosing levels
or compared with controls. Still, Berger
feels it offers enough evidence
to suggest that clinicians take
another look at their practice.
“If a lower dose of aspirin is
just as good—and more
may be harmful—why
risk it?”
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Cardiac surgery drug
proves dangerous
The largest study to date of the controversial cardiac surgery
drug aprotinin (trade name Trasylol) shows that it increases death rates
and damages kidney function. Aprotinin was commonly used to limit
bleeding during surgery until it was temporarily suspended from marketing
in the United States in November 2007 when a small Canadian study showed
similar findings.
“We’re not surprised by the results,” says Duke anesthesiologist Andrew Shaw,
MD, lead author of the paper published in the February 21 New England Journal of
Medicine. However, the Duke study is significant because “it is more than twice the size of
the next largest study of aprotinin,” says Shaw. The data were collected on patients who
underwent surgery between 1996 and 2005, when aprotinin was thought to be safe.
The Duke team started analyzing its database of patients after a 2006 study reported
that aprotinin may increase the risk of heart attack, stroke, and serious kidney injury. Of the
10,275 patients studied, 13.2 percent received aprotinin, 66.8 percent received aminocaproic
acid (another drug used to limit bleeding), and 20 percent received no therapy. All patients
underwent coronary artery bypass surgery, and 1,181 of them also underwent valve surgery.
Patients who received either aminocaproic acid or no therapy did not have the high rates of
death or poor kidney function seen in the aprotinin group.
Shaw says the new study does not rule out the possibility that the increased death rate was
due to high-risk, sicker patients receiving the drug. “The question to answer next is whether
the increased death rate is due to differences between the patient groups that we were
unable to detect, or to exposure to the drug.”

A new heart-attack drug on the horizon
KAI-9803 may prevent reperfusion injury
heart attacks and were eligible for PCI into either one of four dosing
levels of KAI-9803 or a placebo. Physicians injected the drug directly
into patients’ coronary blood vessels during the PCI procedure.
“The goal of the treatment is to flood the heart with the drug
immediately before blood flow is restored, and then again immediately
afterwards,” says Duke cardiologist and lead investigator Matthew
Roe, MD. “Bathing the area affected by the heart attack with this
novel compound may block the damaging cascade of events that are
triggered specifically by delta protein kinase C.”
Although the trial (known as DELTA-MI) was not designed to
demonstrate the efficacy of KAI-9803, researchers say early data—
such as lessened damage to the heart muscle and improvement in
electrical conductivity in the heart that corresponded to restoration
of blood flow—suggest it is a promising compound. “We may not be
able to intervene in the first stage of a heart attack,” says Roe, “but we
think there may be ways to limit damage caused by reperfusion injury.”
DukeMed

A new drug being tested at Duke may soon change the
fates of people who suffer heart attacks. The drug has passed initial
safety tests in human trials, the results of which were published in
the February 19 Circulation, and will next be tested for efficacy in a
larger study.
The heart suffers damage from two major insults during a heart
attack: first, when a blockage in a coronary artery prevents blood and
oxygen from getting to the heart muscle, and then again when the
patient undergoes percutaneous coronary intervention, or PCI (such
as balloon angioplasty and stent placement), to open the blocked
coronary artery. Although PCI can be lifesaving, restoring blood flow
to the heart (called reperfusion) after a period of no blood flow can
itself contribute to muscle damage.
The new drug, known as KAI-9803, blocks the activity of an enzyme
called delta protein kinase C that is involved in heart muscle cell death
after PCI. Researchers randomized 154 patients who had suffered
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Clues about a “cancer gene”
Since it was discovered in 1994, the gene
known as BRCA1—and its role in preventing and
causing cancer—has been intensely studied. A
recently published study at Duke may help explain
why women who have the much-feared mutation in this gene have an up to 80 percent risk for
developing breast cancer and a 40 to 50 percent
risk for developing ovarian cancer.
“We found that BRCA1 is directly involved with
the critical process of transcription,” says Craig
Bennett, PhD, lead investigator of the study,
published in the January 16 issue of PLoS ONE. “It
acts together with transcription to detect DNA
damage and to signal the cell to repair itself.”
When BRCA1 does not function correctly, as when
it is mutated, DNA damage remains unrepaired
and cancer can occur. “We hope that this research
will someday lead to the development of more
effective ways to treat both the women who have
inherited a mutated copy of the BRCA1 gene and
those who have not,” says Bennett.

Mapping the course for breast cancer care

DukeMed

Duke researchers are using genomic technology to help
were able not only to say that a particular patient has a “high” risk
individualize each breast cancer patient’s prognosis and treatment of recurrence, but also to be specific—for instance, they could predict
strategy. A new study by researchers in the Duke Comprehensive
that a particular patient was 90 percent likely to see her cancer recur.
Cancer Center (DCCC) and Duke’s Institute for Genome Sciences &
“With this information, we might decide to treat this person more
Policy (IGSP) shows that combining a patient’s clinical characteristics aggressively even than someone else who is considered ‘high risk’ but
with a molecular genomic profile of her tumor may provide
who may have only a 60 percent likelihood of recurrence,” Potti says.
important information for predicting prognosis and accurately “Moreover, we can identify specific options for chemotherapy in such
guiding treatment options.
patients as well, by correlating gene expression in a tumor with its
“Our goal is to treat patients on a more individualized basis, response, or non-response, to certain chemotherapies.”
matching the right drugs with the right patients,” says Anil Potti,
The findings already have been put into practice in several clinical
MD, an oncologist and researcher in the DCCC and the IGSP. “The
trials at Duke for cancer patients, in which the information about a
combination of these two assessments may allow us to do that with tumor’s genomic makeup is being used to dictate the choice between
unprecedented accuracy.”
a traditional chemotherapy regimen and an alternate drug. One
The findings appear in the April 2, 2008 Journal of the American such trial involving almost 300 patients with breast cancer started at
Medical Association. Researchers looked at almost 1,000 breast tumor Duke in May.
samples and corresponding patient data. By using the clinical and
For information about these trials, call Traci Foster at 919-681-8659
genomic tools together and cross-comparing data, the researchers
or visit genomestohealth.org.
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Duke physical therapist Eric Hegedus (far right), PGA Master Golf Professional Ed Ibarguen (far left), and sports
psychologist Richard Keefe (center) help golfers improve technique and avoid injury.

Mind, body—and swing
Duke’s Integrated Golf program aims for a better game through health and wellness
Hegedus. He and PGA Master Golf Professional
Ed Ibarguen then combine instruction on
golfing techniques with health and wellness
education and intervention, in order to
improve a player’s physical ability to play his
game of choice. “I work with our clients on
aerobic exercise, flexibility, strengthening, and
manual therapy, so that their biomechanics
improve and their swing creeps a little bit
closer to the ideal.”
Improved technique also helps golfers
recover from and avoid injuries that take
them out of the game altogether. Hegedus
says the most common areas of injury for the
recreational golfer are elbows, low back, and
shoulder (in that order). Recovery time varies,
but it’s usually a month or two. Thoracic spine
injuries, though less common, keep players off
their game the longest—an average of 137
days, or more than four months.
The Integrated Golf Program works with
recreational and pro golfers alike. In addition
to working with Hegedus and Ibarguen,

clients can team up with Duke sports
psychologist Richard Keefe, PhD, author of
On the Sweet Spot: Stalking the Effortless
Present, who helps them mentally prepare for
a broad range of challenges—from winning
club championships to playing in the Masters
Tournament. “The program is a whole-person
evaluation and instruction package,” says
Hegedus, which means that each golfer gets
an experience that’s tailored to meet his or
her individual needs and goals. “It’s as much
about promoting your health and wellness as
it is about helping you play your best game.”
Take a swing: For more information about
Integrated Golf at Duke, or to schedule
individual sessions and group or corporate
programs, call Eric Hegedus at 919-668-3014
or Ed Ibarguen at 919-681-6161.

DukeMed

Every golfer has his own swing—
and his own slice, says Duke physical therapist
Eric Hegedus. “Everybody swings at the ball
differently,” he says, and what determines
how we swing the club is mostly our biomechanics. Say, for example, that you have
stiffness in your back—and that you’re a
man in your fifties or sixties, who isn’t fond
of stretching or yoga. This man, says Hegedus,
“can’t rotate his upper body well—that’s a key
component of the swing. So his swings are
going to be very upright and mostly with his
arms,” which is the perfect recipe for a poor
game. “We can teach that person all the techniques we want, and show him thousands of
pictures of Ernie Els and Tiger Woods and
Annika Sorenstam. But if he’s stiff, he’ll never
swing the way he wants to.”
Hegedus says Duke’s Integrated Golf
Program can help this too-tight golfer in two
ways. “First, we figure out the best swing
that works with his current limitations; second,
we work to eliminate those limitations,” says
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Coaching—in person or online—helps prevent weight regain

Laura Svetkey, MD

In the largest and longest study of
weight-loss maintenance, researchers from
Duke and three other centers discovered that
both personal contact and computer-based
support can help people keep weight off more
effectively than going it alone.
After a six-month intensive weight loss
program, the 30-month study randomly assigned
1,032 people who had lost at least nine pounds
to three groups:

n

Self-directed (control)—Patients managed their weight on their own

n

Personal contact—Patients received monthly coaching

n

Computer-based—Patients received similar coaching to those in
the personal contact group, but in an online format

Participants lost an average of nearly 20 pounds in
the intensive weight loss program—and more than 70
percent weighed less at the study’s end than when
they started. Those in the personal contact group
experienced a 77 percent success rate in maintaining
some weight loss, and the computer-based and
self-directed groups saw 69 and 67 percent rates
of success, respectively.

For the first 24 months, members of both the personal contact and
computer-based groups regained less weight than the control group,
but at 30 months, only the personal contact group weighed significantly
less than the control group.
“These results send a strong signal to those who believe that
obesity is such an intractable problem that nothing can be
done about it,” says lead author Laura Svetkey, MD, of the Duke
Hypertension Center and the Sarah W. Stedman Nutrition and
Metabolism Center. “Our research shows that this is not true, with
the majority of participants losing and keeping weight off for twoand-a-half years.”
Even though the effects of the
personal contact and Internet
interventions were modest, “every
pound lost improves health and
can lower the risk of hypertension
and diabetes,” Svetkey says. “Our
patients have shown that under
the right conditions, long-term
weight control is an achievable
goal worth pursuing.”
Study results appeared in the
March 12, 2008 Journal of the
American Medical Association.

Diabetics see higher
risk with knee and hip
replacement
m o re re s o u rc e s , ” s a y s
Bolognesi, adding that the data
also underscore the need for surgeons “to have
their radar up and make sure patients have their
diabetes controlled before and during surgery.”
“Since patients with controlled diabetes have
a lower risk of complications, doctors need to
communicate with them, encourage good blood
sugar control, and in some cases, consider alternatives to surgery until patients’ glucose levels Michael P. Bolognesi, MD
are within a range associated with fewer complications,” he says.
Because the prevalence of diabetes is projected to rise, as is the
number of people who undergo joint-replacement surgery, continued
research to identify mechanisms that reduce diabetics’ risk of postsurgical complications is important, Bolognesi says. “And since exercise
is key to diabetes management, it’s critical that patients are able to get
back on their feet as quickly as possible after surgery.”

DukeMed

People with diabetes are at higher risk of suffering serious complications from knee- and hip-replacement
surgery than the general population, a Duke study has shown. Lead
investigator Michael P. Bolognesi, MD, presented the findings at the
annual meeting of the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons.
In one of the most comprehensive studies of its kind, diabetics
saw more complications—including heart attack, pneumonia,
urinary tract infection, bleeding, infection, and death—than people
without diabetes.
The study examined the data of 65,769 diabetic patients who
underwent joint-replacement surgery between 1988 and 2003, as
recorded in the National Inpatient Sample. Patients with type 1
diabetes experienced more complications than those with type 2—and
patients with uncontrolled type 2 saw more complications than all
subgroups studied.
“This is the first study of this size to demonstrate the influence of
diabetes in joint-replacement patients, and it shows that these patients
have more complications, spend more time in the hospital, and utilize
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How lithium works
Duke research has uncovered a potential explanaBeta-arrestin 2 helps regulate certain celltion for how lithium helps to control bipolar disorder, as signaling processes in neurons. In this study,
well as a new biological avenue toward potential treat- mice that lacked beta-arrestin 2 showed no
ments for a variety of mental disorders.
response to lithium, which typically affects
Although lithium has been widely used for more than 30 a number of mouse behaviors thought to
years to control psychiatric illnesses, scientists have been
correlate with symptoms of depression and
uncertain about how the drug actually works on a molecular mania in humans. The researchers propose
level. In a paper published in the January 11, 2008 Cell, the
that targeting beta-arrestin proteins might be
Duke team theorized that lithium may alleviate manic- and an effective strategy for future drug development.
depressive-like behaviors by interrupting the signaling of a “We feel that this mechanism is a new principle
dopamine receptor in the brain—specifically, by acting on a
of pharmacology and could lead to drugs for a host of
protein known as beta-arrestin 2.
disorders,” says Duke researcher Marc G. Caron, PhD.

Clearing the confusion on blood glucose control

DukeMed

AS this issue of DukeMed Magazine went cause. “It’s not high enough that you can
to press, the American Diabetes Association’s statistically start slicing and dicing to find out
annual scientific sessions were under way in
what’s going on,” Feinglos says. “There’s no
San Francisco. Part of the conference agenda
evidence that drugs or combinations of drugs
was a presentation of the latest findings from
used were the cause; there’s also no evidence
the national ACCORD study, which made
that serious low blood glucose itself was the
headlines this winter when a portion of the culprit, although it’s possible that something
study was shut down. ACCORD was looking about the subtleties of recurring—even if
at how lowering glucose levels in people with
only minor—lows may have had an effect.
Mark Feinglos, MD
Michael Cuffe, MD
diabetes affects their risk for heart disease and Also, just the stress of trying to get your
stroke; researchers quickly halted the study
blood sugar way down low may have had
group that was taking a variety of medicines some bearing. We just don’t know.”
population. “It is a very specific group of
to reduce their glucose levels to below the
Participants in the cancelled study group
older people who either have cardiovascular
current ADA guidelines, after it was shown
were trying to reach an A1C level of less than disease or are at high risk for it,” he says.
that participants in that group had a higher 6 percent. “For the microvascular problems, “These people have had diabetes for a long
rate of all-cause mortality.
eye disease, kidney disease, nerve disease, you
time and were taking a lot of medications to
This development was as surprising as it really don’t get a lot more bang for your buck get down to this blood sugar level.” What’s
was disturbing for some patients. “These going from, say, a 7 to a 6,” says Feinglos. more, the absolute number of deaths in the
developments fly in the face of a common “But there was some evidence to support the
study was not only fairly small, but also much
understanding about better diabetes control
idea that that you’ve got to get lower than smaller than the rate of death in the general
and reduced cardiovascular risk,” says Duke 7 to have improvement in macrovascular population with diabetes. “It’s just that one
cardiologist Michael Cuffe, MD, “and of disease. That’s why the tighter control study arm had more deaths than the other, so we
findings from prior studies, which suggested
was there.” Participants in that arm of the
took out that arm.”
that a lower hemoglobin A1C was always study have been transitioned to the arm with
If the ACCORD upset means anything, says
an appropriate target. It also shakes up an A1C range of 7 to 7.9 percent. “Now
Feinglos, it’s for only a very specific group
what’s been a key public message in terms
we’ll look to see if the increased mortality of people. “If you’ve had diabetes for many
of diabetes control: since higher blood sugars disappears,” says Feinglos.
years, if you’re older and you already have
are bad, lower is always better.”
For now, Feinglos is most concerned about
heart disease or its risk factors, then it may
Duke endocrinologist Mark Feinglos, MD, the false conclusions that are being drawn in
not be good to use a whole lot of different
the principal investigator for the Duke section
public spheres. “What scared me about the
medications to try to push your A1C way
of the study, says that the number of deaths ACCORD study is that many people read the down. But for someone with newly diagnosed
in the intensive group was 257 compared
news stories to mean that tight control of diabetes—for anyone whose blood sugar
to 203 in the standard group—a difference
blood sugar is bad,” says Feinglos. Instead, can be controlled using diet and one or two
of 54 deaths, which is too small a number he says, it’s important to note that the study
medications—the goal should still be to have
to give a clear explanation of the specific group in question doesn’t reflect the general
an A1C that is as low as possible.”
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Monkey mind over robot matter
In a first-of-its-kind experiment, researchers at
Duke and the Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST)
used the brain activity of a monkey to control the real-time
walking patterns of a robot halfway around the world.
The Duke team worked with JST’s Computational Brain
Project to capture activity from hundreds of brain cells
located in multiple areas of a monkey’s brain and transmit
them as commands to the robot. Through real-time data
transmission, the monkey and robot walked in complete
synchronization.
Researchers hope the technology will one day help
those with paralysis regain the ability to walk. “This is
a breakthrough in our understanding of how the brain
controls the movement of our legs, which is vital information
needed to ultimately develop robotic prostheses,” says Duke
neuroscientist Miguel Nicolelis, MD, PhD.
To collect information from the monkey’s brain cells,
two rhesus monkeys were implanted with electrodes that
gathered feedback from cells in the brain’s motor and
sensory cortex. This technology recorded how the cells
responded as the monkey walked on a treadmill at a variety

of speeds and while walking
forward and backward. At
the same time, sensors on
the monkey’s legs tracked
the physical walking patterns.
Then, using mathematical
models, the researchers were
able to analyze the relationship
between the leg movement
and brain cell activity.
“We are also exploring how
the brain processes feedback
Miguel Nicolelis, MD, PhD
sensations—both visual and
electrical—from the robot,”
says Nicolelis. “The most stunning finding was that when
we stopped the treadmill and the monkey ceased to move
its legs, it was able to sustain the locomotion of the robot
for a few minutes—just by thinking—using only the visual
feedback of the robot in Japan.” The researchers plan to
begin work next year to develop prototypes of robotic leg
braces for potential use with humans.

A different kind of brain damage
effects of PTSD are well-known, what is less
known is whether PTSD is a result of changes
in the brain itself.
Morey is investigating whether a psychological event injures the brain in a physical
sense. To examine this possibility, he recruited
soldiers at the Durham VA Medical Center
who had seen conflict in Afghanistan or Iraq.
His group had the soldiers complete a task
while in a functional MRI machine at the
Duke-UNC Brain Imaging and Analysis Center.
While viewing a series of shapes, soldiers
were asked to press a button to identify
one that was different from the rest. They
were then shown either images with neutral
content or combat-related pictures. When
shown emotionally charged, combat-related
photos, such as pictures of militants or
injured soldiers, those people with greater

symptoms of PTSD displayed higher levels
of activation in the emotion-processing
areas of the brain and lower levels in the
brain’s decision-making areas. Results were
published in the January 15, 2008 Psychiatry
Research Neuroimaging.
“This study is revealing how PTSD is
affecting the brain, which may account for
some of the symptoms reported by these
soldiers,” says Morey. He hopes to continue
to examine potential therapies for PTSD—
including cognitive behavior therapy as well
as drug therapy—to lessen symptoms and
help returning servicemen and -women get
back to their normal lives.

DukeMed

For some veterans of the post-9/11
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, the sight of
roadside trash can be terror-inspiring. That’s
because in the war setting, improvised explosive devices were often disguised as refuse by
the side of the road. These involuntary reactions to things in innocuous, everyday settings
can be both disruptive and exhausting.
“Many returning soldiers complain of being
unable to concentrate or focus at home or
work, of replaying images in their minds, and
have a particularly difficult time with goaloriented behavior,” says Duke psychiatrist
Rajendra Morey, MD. “Imagine trying to
change a tire but being so distracted that
you forget to tighten the bolts to the wheel.”
These symptoms are hallmarks of a condition
known as post-traumatic stress disorder, or
PTSD. While the behavioral and emotional
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When less gives more: focal cryotherapy for prostate cancer
If there’s good news about getting a diagnosis of early- treated with focal cryosurgery, there remains the possibility of developstage prostate cancer, it’s that there are many treatment choices. ing a cancer in the untreated portion of the prostate. And although
Focal cryotherapy is one of the latest, and for some patients, the
the procedure is gaining acceptance, it has its critics. “Some believe
advantages are very attractive.
you have to treat the whole gland because that’s
According to Duke urologic oncologist Thomas
what we’ve always done, or because most cancers
Polascik, MD, focal cryotherapy is rapidly becoming
are multifocal, or because we can’t know for sure
an option for men who have small, less aggressive
the extent of the disease,” says Polascik.
tumors that are localized to a single region of the
But the results have been encouraging. On the
gland—and who wish to preserve sexual function
treated side of the prostate, the chance of treatand urinary continence.
ment failure has been about 4 percent. On the
The treatment involves injecting the diseased
untreated side, short-term studies show recurrence
prostate tissue—but not the surrounding healthy
at 4 to 8 percent. “But as men live longer, the risk
tissue—with freezing gas, under the guidance of
increases, so true recurrence on the untreated side
The treated side of a prostate gland
advanced ultrasound imaging. Polascik and col- undergoing hemiablation via focal cryois probably about 10 to 20 percent,” says Polascik.
therapy appears black on an ultrasound
leagues at the Duke Prostate Center have been
For many men, however, that risk may be outimage; the intact half appears grey.
among the leaders in the procedure’s development
weighed by the benefits. “The most important
and are teaching others what they have learned.
concerns for a man with prostate cancer are
The first international workshop on the procedure, held at Duke in
number one, curing it; number two, preserving sexual potency; and
February 2008, drew prostate specialists from around the world. “We
number three, preserving urinary control,” says Polascik. “Although
expected to have about 50 participants but had to close registration sexual potency is often number one to a man.”
after we reached nearly 400,” says Polascik.
Clinical trials, although limited in number and size, have shown that
The procedure has been described as the “male lumpectomy” in
the procedure produces very low rates of urinary incontinence and
that it is similar to the breast cancer treatment of removing only the
results in conservation of sexual function in up to 90 percent of patients.
tumor rather than the entire breast. Because the entire prostate is not Says Polascik, “Its time has come—we need to do this for our patients.”
For more information about focal cryotherapy at Duke, call 919-684-4946.

A long-term look at preterm babies
“When a baby is born preterm, we tend to focus on
the short-term risk of complications,” says Geeta Swamy,
MD, a maternal-fetal medicine specialist at Duke. But the
health implications of being born premature are much
broader and reach further into adulthood than previously
thought, according to a long-term study of more than one
million men and women led by Swamy and researchers at
the Norwegian Institute of Public Health.
The study, which appears in the March 26, 2008 Journal of
the American Medical Association, showed that preterm birth
contributes to issues including lower educational achievement,
lower rates of reproduction, and an increase in the likelihood
that the children of these preterm babies also will be
born preterm and with complications.
Preterm birth, meaning birth before 37 weeks of
gestation, is the leading cause of infant mortality.
“While it is true that the risk of complications is
highest in the immediate time period including
hospitalization and the first year of life, that risk
continues into adolescence,” says Swamy. “And
the earlier you’re born, the higher the risk.”

Swamy and fellow researchers used a national Norwegian
population-based registry containing birth and death data
to analyze how preterm birth affects long-term survival,
subsequent reproduction, and next-generation preterm birth.
The population studied spanned 20 years, from 1967 through
1988. Births occurred on or after 22 weeks’ and through 37
weeks’ gestation.
Low birth weight has been the traditional indicator of
how well a preterm baby will do. But Swamy now believes
gestational age may be an even stronger predictor. In
addition, she says this study raises an important question
concerning the long-term effects of advances in prenatal
and neonatal care. “Preterm survival is improving now
because of interventions we have in pregnancy and neonatal
care. However, it may be that we’re improving survival while
adversely affecting overall health and quality of life in the
long run.”

DukeMed

Geeta Swamy, MD
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Seeing the big picture
New technology enables unprecedented eye imaging

Michael P. Kelly

Duke Eye Center is now home to two
team worked with the manufacturers to
of the most sophisticated ocular imaging
refine both technologies. “Now these images
technologies available.
can be precisely recreated and measured to
The Optos Ultra Wide-Angle Retinal
track changes.”
Imaging Camera takes fluorescein dyeThe center’s spectral domain optical
assisted angiography (see image below), coherence tomography (SD-OCT) equipment
color, and black-and-white images that show
yields an ultra-fast, ultra-high-resolution 3D
82 percent of the retina in one image— “virtual biopsy” of retinal layers (see image
versus the 11 percent visible with standard
at right). Non-invasive SD-OCT imaging
imaging—yielding unprecedented panoramic
applies up to 65,000 data points, producing
views of the retina, optic nerve head, and
unsurpassed images that help clinicians see
blood vessels.
minute changes in a variety of disorders,
“Retinal imaging has been limited in
enabling earlier intervention and more
the past due to the need to combine
effective tracking of treatment than with
photographs, especially when trying to see
standard imaging.
the borders of an eye tumor,” says manager
Both types of imaging are reimbursable by
of clinical imaging Michael P. Kelly, whose
many insurers using standard CPT codes.

An SD-OCT image shows a pigment epithelial
detachment in 6-micron resolution.

For more information, call the
Duke Eye Center at 919-681-3937
or 1-888-355-0204 (toll-free).

DukeMed

Merritt Gammage and Veronica Tomany
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A fluorescein angiogram of a patient with sickle cell disease reveals leaking blood vessels (far left) and
guides the use of laser photocoagulation to seal them. A standard retinal camera must take 10 shots to
depict an image this large, which can be arduous for patients.
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Can cord blood treat cerebral palsy?
Experimental stem-cell therapy shows promise, requires further research
Pediatric Blood and Marrow Transplantation. was infused with his cord blood in a brief
The study involves infusing pediatric CP procedure performed in the Valvano Day
patients with their own saved umbilical cord
Hospital of Duke Children’s Health Center.
blood and following their progress with MRI
His parents reported a marked improvement
and other types of evaluation.
in Dallas in the weeks following the infusion,
Kurtzberg says promising outcomes from during which he began to emerge from the
similar studies of children with genetic brain “fog” he’d been in, said his first word, and
disorders led her team to conduct the study, learned to wave.
the only one of its kind. Those data show
Despite this upturn, Kurtzberg says Dallas’s
that undifferentiated (“blank”) stem cells
progress cannot be scientifically attributed to
found in cord blood—through mechanisms the infusion. Because the study is a descriptive
not yet fully understood—were attracted to
study, not a clinical trial, “children come to
the damaged areas of the children’s brains.
us with a lot of differing circumstances and
“This existing evidence shows that stem are receiving other therapies elsewhere,” she
cells do get to the brain and help replace says. “So when we see improvements after an
missing substances, clear toxic substances, infusion, we can’t say for sure whether those
and sometimes repair damaged cells,” she
improvements are a result of the infusion.”
says. “Based on that, we wanted to test the
Kurtzberg’s study—which has enrolled 12
feasibility that cord blood infusions could also children—continues, as does a similar multibe effective in treating kids with CP.”
institutional randomized clinical trial she is
Because the Hextells decided before Dallas’s
leading for newborns with birth asphyxia and
birth to save his cord blood—just in case, a high risk of developing CP. Dallas continues
since they knew of its potentially life-saving
to do well, his mom reports, and Kurtzberg
applications—Dallas qualified for Kurtzberg’s
monitors his progress by keeping in touch
study, which requires patients to be infused
with his parents and California-based doctors
with their own blood. In July 2007, the family and therapists. The family will return to Duke
traveled to Duke from their Sacramento, every year for follow-up.
California, home, and the 18-month-old
DukeMed

To see two-year-old Dallas Hextell
today, one would never suspect that less
than a year ago the happy, active toddler
had never spoken a word, cried nearly constantly, and was being taught to use a walker
to get around.
At eight months old—after showing signs
of developmental delays and balance and
motor skill deficits—Dallas was diagnosed
with cerebral palsy (CP), a family of
neurological disorders caused by damage to
or abnormalities of the area of the brain that
controls the muscles.
While CP can result from injury or other
factors, it is usually present at birth. People
with CP don’t produce myelin, a substance
that protects the nerve fibers in the brain cells
that send impulses to the muscles. Because
myelination begins in utero and continues
until a child is about two years old, children
usually start showing signs of the disorder
as infants and toddlers. Some 10,000 babies
born in the United States each year are
diagnosed with cerebral palsy.
After learning about an experimental CP
therapy being tested at Duke, Dallas’s parents
Derak and Cynthia contacted study leader
Joanne Kurtzberg, MD, chief of the Division of
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A new normal

A new normal
Changing care to meet the needs of an
exploding patient population: cancer survivors

by Scott Huler
photography by Jared Lazarus

One morning each week, the waiting room of the Duke Breast Cancer
Survivors Clinic fills up with half a dozen women. They make their way
to the blood pressure gauge, pumping, listening, and writing down their
own readings. They take their own pulses, check their weight. They
even use notepad computers to answer questions about their physical,
emotional, and psychological well-being. The one thing the women
don’t do in that waiting room is wait.

DukeMed

No waiting around: The new Duke Breast Cancer Survivors Clinic helps patients get back in action after cancer.
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Nurse practitioner Kathy Trotter spends some one-on-one time with Odessa Thorpe, 73, of Virginia, after the
Breast Cancer Survivors Clinic’s group meeting. The action-packed clinic may be the first of its kind in the nation to
combine both group and individual support, assessment, and education within a single visit, according to Trotter.

exercise, and what they can do to take
care of themselves. The Survivors Clinic
represents a new, empowering model of
care—very different from the suspensefilled annual mammogram surrounded by
two hours of waiting that most survivors
are familiar with. “The focus is keeping
you healthy, it’s not ‘You’re so sick,’”
Hall says.
It’s an affirmation of just how far these
women have come—and of how much

things change after cancer treatment ends.
“You’ve been in the womb of care,” says
Bebe Guill, director of survivorship
programs and services at Duke’s Preston
Robert Tisch Brain Tumor Center. “You’ve
been encircled by these people who talk
to you every day, every week, and all of a
sudden they’re gone. And you’re left with
this terrifying fear of, ‘Who am I now?
What is my life about now? And what
happens if this comes back?’”
DukeMed

“It’s so nice to talk to other people going
through similar things,” says Martha Hall,
who’s been cancer-free for four years
and recently attended the clinic for her
annual checkup. What’s more, after the
women fill out their materials, instead
of hanging around avoiding eye contact,
they meet with nurse practitioner Kathy
Trotter—as a group. They discuss issues
they face as cancer survivors: bone density, depression, weight gain, nutrition,
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Empowering the individual: After
measuring their own vital signs, Breast
Cancer Survivors Clinic participants learn
techniques for taking better care of
themselves—from exercise and nutritional
approaches to strategies for managing

DukeMed

fatigue and depression.
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Add in that you will likely experience
physical side effects (which can range
from muscle wasting to infertility and
even heart disease) or emotional side
effects (like anxiety and depression),
and a cancer survivor is faced with a new
crisis: “The challenge,” Guill says, “is
finding a new normal.”
That goes for caregivers as well as
their patients. Throughout the Duke
Comprehensive Cancer Center, clinicians
and researchers are figuring out how care
should evolve as more and more people
survive cancer longer and longer, creating
a new class of patients that once would
have been an oxymoron: cancer survivors.
There are now 10 million cancer
survivors in the United States, says Tina

Piccirilli, director of the Duke Center for
Cancer Survivorship, founded in 2005.
Trends suggest North Carolina will have
more than 60,000 new cancer cases by
2030—which at the current five-year
survival rate of 64 percent means a good
40,000 new cancer survivors five years
after diagnosis. As the population of
survivors has increased, survivorship has
emerged as a distinct field of care. There
are now a dozen or so cancer survivor
centers nationwide, Piccirilli says, and
new ones are being created each year.
Duke’s program seeks to develop care
that meets the needs of survivors—and
conduct the research that will identify
just what those needs are.





In the 15 years she has been with Duke,
Bebe Guill has seen the shifting tides of
survivorship firsthand. Cancer, she says,
“is not a linear process, the way we used
to think about it: you get the diagnosis,
you get a little treatment, either you’re
cured or you die. Cancer is becoming a
chronic disease.”
That’s why, Piccirilli says, the Duke
Comprehensive Cancer Center has
adopted the National Coalition for Cancer
Survivorship’s definition of cancer
survivor: “You’re a survivor from the
day you’re diagnosed—which is a hugely
positive message.”
Care is changing to reflect that attitude.
At the brain tumor center, clinicians and
patients begin creating a survivorship plan
from the start of treatment. Caregivers
discuss the long-term effects of brain
cancer and various treatment options
as clinical decisions are made, and offer
both medical and psychosocial resources
throughout treatment to help patients
manage or adapt to those outcomes.
With brain tumors, cognitive deficits
are a frequent result of the tumor or its
treatment—the ability to solve problems,
to pay attention, to multitask. “Short-term
memory loss,” Guill says, “is common in
our patients and can make day-to-day life
very difficult and frustrating.”
So patients need not just medical care
but the kind of support services that
will help them adjust to changes in their
relationships, their earning status, their
independence. This fall, the brain tumor
center is launching a new survivorship

clinic that will pull together a range of
resources to help survivors cope with
their changed status. In addition to offering clinical surveillance and preventive
care, and recommending interventions
for effects such as neurocognitive deficits,
sexual dysfunction, or vision and hearing

“We believe you’re a survivor from the day you’re
diagnosed—which is a hugely positive message,” says
Tina Piccirilli (left), director of the Duke Center for
Cancer Survivorship, pictured with Bebe Guill of the
Preston Robert Tisch Brain Tumor Center at Duke.

problems, the clinic will offer guidance
for practical concerns—such as returning to work or coping with an inability to
drive—and connect survivors with wellness resources to aid their recovery. A key
part of that is support from others who
are going through similar experiences,
says Guill—so the clinic will incorporate

a patient and family support group, as
well as a “lunch and learn” group where
experts will discuss vital topics such
as managing fatigue and depression or
coping with behavioral changes.
Other specialized clinics for
survivors are also popping up around
Duke—including programs in the works
for prostate and other cancer types, in
addition to the Breast Cancer Survivors
Clinic, launched in February—to better
meet survivors’ broad range of needs. In
the action-packed breast cancer clinic,
for example, patients benefit from the
self-assessment of weight, pulse, and
blood pressure, plus facilitated group
discussion and education. Then they
go on to individual appointments,
whether for mammograms or bloodwork,
nutrition consults or physical therapy, or
one-on-one time with nurse practitioner
Kathy Trotter, where they complete a
long-term care plan to share with their
primary care physician. When necessary,
they schedule appointments with the
oncologist as well.
Each woman ends up spending the
same few hours she would have devoted
to her checkup, but she’s seen multiple
practitioners and wasted no time. “This
may be the first survivorship clinic in
the United States to combine both group
and individual support, assessment, and
education within a single visit,” says
Trotter, adding that she hopes it will serve
as a national model. “It’s designed to
empower survivors—and they love it.”
Plus, adds clinic medical director Kelly
Marcom, MD, the new clinic benefits
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women through not just how they spend
this time but where they don’t spend it: in
the oncologist’s waiting room.
“Not to sound callous, but if you’ve been
treated for early-stage breast cancer and
are hopefully cured, you don’t necessarily
want to be in a clinic with people who
have had a recurrence,” Marcom says.
Hall agrees: “I just said to a friend,
every time I go in [to the oncologist] I
cry—it just brings it all back like it was
happening today.”
“It’s a symbolic moving on in their lives,”
Marcom says. “We can overmedicalize
their lives—that’s not a good thing.”

physical, psychological, and emotional
states: Are they in pain? Depressed?
Functioning poorly or well? Those data
can be tracked over time as they progress
through treatment—and then compared
with therapeutic actions taken to see what
seems to be working.

Preserving fertility

From patient to person

That is a growing consensus, says Amy
Abernethy, MD. Abernethy directs the
Duke Cancer Care Research Program,
which “tries to move the philosophy of
whole-person care into real clinical space”
at every stage of survivors’ care.
“We are systematically developing
new models of care to do a better job of
taking care of the individual patient,”
Abernethy says. She looks at what she
calls the “misery line,” a representation
of the cumulative effects of cancer and
treatment: pain, fatigue, difficulty getting
around, nausea. “If you plot this across
time, this is a volume of misery, and my
job is to decrease the misery line.”
The first job is to measure that misery,
via clinical trials that focus on quality of
life. Abernethy cites as example a trial
now under way in the sarcoma clinic,
where patients answer a computerized series of questions regarding their

can start bringing in new services, new
products to help them cope.”
This data-gathering helps make a
whole of both patients and their care.
“It doesn’t really help if I just take care of
pain, or of nausea and vomiting. Those
are isolated events in a whole person,”
Abernethy says. “How do we wrap it all
together? That’s my ultimate goal.”

Amy Abernethy, MD, directs the Duke Cancer
Care Research Program, which aims “to move the
philosophy of whole-person care into real clinical
space” at every stage of survivors’ care.

“We’re just at the starting point of
identifying trends in the data, looking
at what happens to things like pain or
depression over the course of treatment,”
Abernethy says. “Then we bundle that
information and report it back to the
clinicians so they understand what kind
of things people are dealing with. And
as soon as we’ve got a sense of that, we

As survivors pass from active treatment
to one, three, five or more years of remission, new concerns arise—many that
might not even be on the patient’s radar
screen at the time of diagnosis. Consider
oncofertility, the relatively new arena
addressing the effects of cancer treatment on fertility. “When people weren’t
surviving their cancer, nobody cared
whether they would have been fertile,”
says Susannah Copland, MD, of the Duke
Fertility Center. Today, it’s a vital question for young people facing a cancer they
can legitimately hope to survive. So Duke
oncologists have added a question to their
intake survey to trigger the conversation, and if a patient expresses interest
in future fertility, Copland is called in to
discuss their options before, during, and
after potentially damaging chemotherapy.
Male adults face relatively few problems, Copland says: “Sperm freezing is
one of the most established methods of
fertility preservation.” Even if radiation
or chemotherapy leaves a man sterile, his
own sperm can be collected beforehand
for use in in vitro fertilization (IVF).
For women, the obstacles are greater.
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Care to grow on
Duke’s Long-Term Cancer Survivor
Clinic helps childhood cancer survivors
along the journey to adulthood
“It’s wonderful to see these people grow up,” says Philip Rosoff, MD, who
founded one of the first clinics in the nation to see both children and adults
who have survived childhood cancer.

“If you’re 65 years old [when you’re diagnosed]—and we know the
average time to many complications is 20 years—you won’t have to
worry as much,” Rosoff says. “But if you’re 15 years old, you’re going
to be a young adult, in the prime of life.”
About half the patients seen in the clinic today are adults—Rosoff
sees those under age 19, while adult oncologist Carlos DeCastro, MD,
serves the older survivors, some of whom are now in their 40s and
50s. “We tell them, we want you to come back annually for the rest
of your life,” Rosoff says.
Just the same, patients often don’t, for reasons that have nothing
to do with resources. Having spent years of their lives hooked to IVs
and beeping machines, patients often prefer to leave their cancer care
behind. “One kid came in, he was 18 or 19, he was doing fine,” says
Rosoff. “Then the minute he saw an IV pump, he broke out in a cold
sweat, went faint, and had to leave.”
That frustrates Rosoff because he knows that patients need to
be aware of the special developmental, physical, and emotional
challenges they may face. So the clinic is working on ways to reach
patients who don’t return or aren’t close to follow-up care. One way
is to provide more educational materials cancer patients can take
with them. “Another would be a detailed record of their treatments
and what to look for as a result of those treatments, on a CD,“ says
Rosoff—a sort of digital consult from the oncologists that patients
could take to their primary physicians.
Above all, the clinic has pioneered the treatment of cancer
survivors—not just of cancer. “Oncologists are not used to doing
preventive medicine,” Rosoff says. “But cancer survivorship care
is preventive.”
For more information, visit cancer.dukehealth.org and
click on “Pediatric Cancer.”
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Philip Rosoff, MD, knew he had a different outlook on
pediatric cancer when he was still a fellow, just starting out. “Patients
who had been cured would come in for annual checkups,” he says,
“and nobody wanted to see them.”
Rosoff did. In fact, he went on to found the Duke Long-Term Cancer
Survivor Clinic in 1996—one of the nation’s few multidisciplinary clinics
that follows childhood cancer survivors into adulthood. As he says, “It
is wonderful to see these people grow up.”
That they are growing up is the good news. Since the early 1960s,
pediatric cancer survival rates have gone from 28 percent to nearly
80 percent. The bad news is the unpredictable costs of that survival.
Thoracic radiation treatment for Hodgkin’s disease, for example, has
turned out to leave young women with significantly elevated risk
for breast cancer; children surviving cancer may encounter special
problems at school; growth and development are often stunted by
chemotherapy drugs and radiation; and many chemotherapy drugs
cause stresses to the heart muscle that over the long term can lead to
cardiovascular disease.
Recently, Rosoff saw two patients treated for the same rare type
of facial tumor. One, treated when she was 15 with heavy radiation,
came in with her husband and wanted a pregnancy test. All was going
well for her. An hour later, Rosoff saw a boy who had been irradiated
when his face was still growing, at age 3 or 4: “It’s now almost a year
after his second recurrence of thyroid cancer from the treatment.” The
boy also has vision and hearing problems related to the radiation. Still,
Rosoff sees hope: “He’s studying aerospace technology.”
He’s also visiting the clinic, a reason for hope in itself. As
Rosoff noted in a 2006 New England Journal of Medicine article,
despite survivors’ propensity to develop chronic health problems,
long-term follow-up care is still “the exception rather than the
rule.” And the many patients who don’t visit a clinic like Rosoff’s
may not see practitioners on the lookout for the consequences
of survivorship.
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is a more invasive and experimental
“The first question we ask is, do we have
procedure. It has generated babies only
time?” Copland says. If a woman has a
in women who also still had the other
little time and a partner, her eggs can be
ovary, so it does not definitively work.
gathered and fertilized and the embryos
frozen. The largest group of such patients “You are investing in hope,” Copland says.
Should a woman who has not chosen
are women with breast cancer who have
any of the freezing procedures turn out
had surgery and are waiting to heal before
they start chemotherapy. That healing
time can be used for IVF, though since
IVF raises estrogen to many times its
usual levels and some breast cancers are
hormonally responsive, Copland works
closely with patients’ oncologists. “We
can take the medication to a level where
the estrogen is only twice the woman’s
normal level,” which oncologists find less
worrying. The embryos created through
IVF can then be frozen—a well-established practice—until the woman makes
her decisions about pregnancy.
Some forms of chemotherapy leave
women menopausal afterwards, so
women without partners or donors may
consider freezing eggs. Duke is initiating
a clinical trial to offer the investigational
procedure, which is newer than embryo
“When people weren’t surviving their cancer, nobody
freezing and has lower pregnancy rates.
cared whether they would have been fertile,” says
“All those freezing options require
Susannah Copland, MD, of the Duke Fertility Center.
time [for stimulating and gathering eggs] Today, it’s a vital question for young people facing a
cancer they can legitimately hope to survive.
and the comfort of her oncologist with
increased hormone levels,” Copland says.
menopausal after treatment, she’s still
“What does not is freezing ovary tissue.
not out of options: she can try IVF using
If a woman is at exceedingly high risk
an egg donor. “I think for many women
of losing ovarian function, we can do a
laparoscopic surgery to remove one ovary it’s a relief to hear there are options
afterwards,” says Copland.
and freeze it.” Duke is in the process
Copland and other Duke researchof joining the National Physicians
ers are also studying the root causes of
Cooperative to Preserve Fertility for
ovarian dysfunction after chemotherapy.
Female Cancer Patients, a multicenter
Copland is collaborating on a grant to
study of ovarian tissue freezing, which
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fund a study to follow patients through
their treatment, measuring ovarian function markers to learn more about what’s
happening to their ovaries. “That will
give us better information than just ‘this
woman took chemo and didn’t get her
period back, and this is how old she was.’”
Helping hearts

Across the medical center, Pamela
Douglas, MD, Ursula Geller Professor of
Research in Cardiovascular Diseases, is
studying heart disease in cancer survivors.
Anthracyclines, used in chemotherapy,
cause heart weakening in many patients:
“They can damage the heart muscle,”
Douglas says, “and can also damage
blood vessels, leading to hypotension or
kidney failure.” Newer targeted cancer
therapies such as bevacizumab (Avastin)
and trastuzumab (Herceptin) have also
been linked to an increased risk of high
blood pressure and heart disease. Studies
have shown that up to 4 percent of breast
cancer patients taking trastuzumab have
symptomatic heart failure and 10 percent
have reversible heart problems.
Douglas is leading clinical studies
to better understand the connection
between cancer treatment and heart
disease. “We have fairly crude measures”
of the cardiac effects of chemotherapy,
she says. “Heart failure is not the way
anyone would like to diagnose a side
effect.” So she’s testing novel uses of
echocardiography—a noninvasive test
that doesn’t use radiation—to see whether
it does well at predicting which cancer
patients might go on to heart failure.
More general trials include detailed

to experience muscle dysfunction, then
we can be proactive and intervene before
dysfunction occurs.”
Regarding the cardiac disease so many
survivors get, Jones is collaborating with
Douglas to investigate whether exercise
can prevent heart damage associated

The exercise connection

Lee Jones, PhD, co-director of Duke’s Tug
McGraw Research Center, is studying an
approach that could be used to stave off
not only heart problems, but the muscle
atrophy that often accompanies cancer
treatment—and possibly even cancer
itself. The miracle treatment? Good oldfashioned exercise.
Many cancer patients take catabolic
steroids, which cause muscles to waste
away, with major effects on their quality of life—though “believe it or not we
haven’t got a good handle on how to
quantify that,” Jones says. So, in a study
funded by the National Cancer Institute,
he is conducting strength testing and
muscle measurement to study those
effects over time among individuals
with primary brain tumors. “The next
step will be to do biopsies and genetic
screening” to isolate genetic markers
for patients most likely to suffer severe
wasting. The data will also show when the
wasting becomes most severe: “This will
inform the timing and type of intervention that may have the most benefit,” says
Jones. “Say, we know this patient’s going

Lee Jones, PhD, co-director of Duke’s Tug McGraw
Research Center, is studying a simple approach
that could stave off the muscle atrophy that often
accompanies cancer treatment—and possibly even
cancer itself: exercise.

with certain types of chemotherapy and
reduce the risk of cardiovascular disease
in long-term survivors of breast and
prostate cancer. In a study funded by the
Lance Armstrong Foundation, Jones is
also examining the effects of exercise
in patients undergoing active treatment
for early-stage lung cancer, and says,
“They’re doing better, and they’re feeling

better.” The next study will investigate
which type of exercise is most beneficial
for these patients and whether exercise
can impact long-term quality of life as
well as overall survival.
But Jones is most excited about whether
exercise can itself help shrink tumors:
“Put a tumor in a mouse, exercise the
mouse, and the biology of the tumor will
change.” He’s now working with breast
cancer patients in a novel study investigating whether exercise can improve
chemotherapy’s effectiveness in killing
breast cancer cells.
“This will be the very first study to
look at the effect of exercise on the
tumor itself in a human,” says Jones. “If
exercise can help chemotherapy work
better but also protect your heart and
the rest of your body from the harmful
effects of the chemo at the same time,
it would be just fantastic.”
It would also be a great example of the
direction in which cancer care is going—
with care focused on not only beating the
disease, but helping people continue to
triumph in the many battles, small and
large, they will face in the months and
years after their diagnosis. And as Jones
and his fellow clinicians and researchers
transform the landscape of care for a
new generation of cancer survivors, they
are helping patients close in on the goal
every one of them has held since the
beginning: surviving—as well and as long
as possible. o
For more information on cancer care and
research at Duke, visit cancer.dukehealth.org
and cancer.duke.edu.
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cardiac monitoring of current cancer
survivors to build up a database that could
be mined for more evidence about which
cancer patients develop heart disease
and why. Part of the reported increase in
heart disease among breast cancer survivors may be simply a matter of numbers,
Douglas believes: “Because the cancer
cure rate is so high, people who survive
are going to die of the kind of diseases
that women who don’t have cancer get.”
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Finding freedom from back pain

by Angela Spivey

When patients talk to Paul Tawney, MD, about their aching backs, they can be
sure he knows the lay of the land. His own journey with back pain began in
college, when he was in the gym lifting 365 pounds. “My foot slipped about
half an inch, and I felt pain in my back, the back of my thigh, and my calf,”
says Tawney, assistant professor of orthopaedic surgery at Duke. “I put the
weight down and I passed out.” Doctors told him he was fine neurologically,
but later, his foot started giving way whenever he’d get out of his car.

Imaging studies showed that Tawney had a ruptured disc and
previously undiagnosed congenital spinal stenosis (narrowing of the
spinal canal). Surgery to remove the disc and correct the stenosis
helped, but didn’t heal all. Tawney’s back has gone out several
times, including while he completed a surgery rotation in medical
school. During a marathon operating room session, Tawney spent
hours with his arms in one position, holding up a retractor. “I
twisted to wheel the patient out of the operating room, and
that was it,” he says. He was bent over for days.
Tawney decided the physical demands of being a surgeon
were too much for his back. “So I researched a bunch of different therapy protocols and found the field of physical medicine
and rehab,” he says. Today Tawney still has flare-ups but controls them mostly with exercise. “I feel it’s most under control
when I’m staying on top of my workouts, running as well as
keeping my core muscles strong,” he says.
As Tawney’s experience shows, no single treatment, not
even surgery, is a cure-all for back pain. And if you haven’t yet
had your own experience with it, chances are you will. Eighty
to 90 percent of adults will have at least one episode that
limits their activity for at least 24 hours. The good news is that
it will be brief—most of us will return to normal within six to
eight weeks, no matter what the treatment.

But we spend a lot of money on the problem. According to
a 2004 Duke study, patients with back trouble rack up over $90
billion in health-care expenses annually, with approximately
$26 billion of that directly attributable to treating the pain. A
1991 study from researchers at the University of Vermont showed
that most of the money is spent on those few who have chronic
back pain (that which lasts for more than three months). “Part of
the art of taking care of people with back pain is identifying that
small group of people who may have something truly, seriously
wrong. And for the group of folks who have traditional back
pain, it’s helping them to be as comfortable and functional as
possible while they’re recovering, while at the same time trying
to not inappropriately use health care resources,” says Joe
Minchew, MD, assistant professor of orthopaedic surgery.
Duke’s physical medicine doctors, orthopaedists, physical therapists, anesthesiologists, and neurosurgeons work together to
guide people through back trouble. For most patients, the focus
is temporarily relieving pain so they can get moving—and healing. Patients with chronic, hard-to-treat pain can get advanced
pain therapies at Duke that are available at few other places.
And for the few conditions that respond well to surgery, Duke
offers traditional procedures as well as minimally invasive ones
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that can get patients out of the hospital in just a few days.
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A knotty problem
Up to 90 percent of us will experience at least one
episode of back pain that limits activity for at
least 24 hours. Finding the cause isn’t always easy.
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Pictures don’t always show the way
Tracing the spine’s parts, it’s easy to see why they’re vulnerable to
wear. Each of the 33 vertebrae has two joints, one on each side.
Just like your hip or knee, these facet joints can develop arthritis.

When to see a specialist

Most cases of back pain can
be managed by a primary
care provider and will probably resolve in about six
weeks, according to Duke
back pain experts. Some
signs that back pain requires
specialized attention:

Or the vertebrae can enlarge over time, which narrows the spinal
canal and puts pressure on nearby nerves (spinal stenosis). The discs
that cushion the space between each vertebra can age too. They’re
made of a tough outer coating and an inner jelly-like material
that can take in and release water. But over time the disc loses
some of that ability to absorb water, so it doesn’t cushion so well
anymore. And as a disc wears, it can bulge like a lip bruised from a
punch, putting pressure on spinal cord nerves and causing pain, says
Winston Parris, MD, director of Duke’s Pain Clinic.
All the fancily named back problems—facet joint disease, spinal
stenosis, disc degeneration—are not really diseases, but a normal part
of aging, Minchew says. If people were randomly given an MRI at age
25, a quarter of them would show aging-related changes in their discs.

Severe or persistent radiating pain

By age 65, 85 percent of people would show changes in their spine that

Patients with spinal instability may have
back pain that radiates to their legs
and often gets worse as they walk, says
Christopher R. Brown, MD. Conditions
that put pressure on the spinal cord
nerves may cause back pain, but it’s
often overshadowed by tingling, pain, or
numbness in the arms or legs.

a radiologist would label “not normal,” Minchew says. If an MRI shows
such changes, but your pain doesn’t come from that particular area,
then your “disease” probably isn’t what’s causing your pain. “Nine
times out of 10 you cannot look at an x-ray or an MRI or any other test
and tell the patient with any absolute certainty why they’re having
back pain,” Minchew says.
William Richardson, MD, professor of orthopaedic surgery, says
that in their first weeks of back pain, most people don’t even need
an x-ray. “Imaging is not indicated in the first six weeks of pain unless

Sudden changes in pain

you have some suggestions that the person has had trauma, has a

For example, if a patient has complained
of pain while standing or walking long
distances, but now suddenly has sharp
pain shooting down a leg or arm, that’s
reason for further evaluation.

fever suggesting infection, has a major neurologic deficit, or has any
history of a tumor or suggestive of a tumor, such as weight loss,” he
says. Studies show that 70 percent of people get better in the first six
weeks, and 90 percent in the first twelve weeks, he says.
Because imaging can be inconclusive, the dialogue between
doctor and patient can be just as important as an x-ray or an MRI.

Pain accompanied by other symptoms

In many cases, non-operative doctors steer patients toward using

A patient with back pain but also significant weakness in the legs, problems with
walking or gait, or bowel and bladder
issues could have neurological changes or
other problems. Back pain combined with
weight loss or fevers or chills could signal
infection or cancer.

medications and adjunctive treatments that will relieve the pain
enough that patients can do the physical therapy that will help
the body heal itself.

Physical therapy paves the road to healing
While physical activity may seem daunting to someone whose
back twinges or throbs with every movement, doing appropriate exercises as soon as possible can be very effective. “We try to
enable the patient to achieve early success,” says Matt Roman, PT,
practice manager for Duke Physical Therapy. “We tend to
have people do a very high frequency of activity, but at low
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intensity, so they’re not provoking symptoms.”
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Physical therapy eases back pain in three major ways. Lowimpact aerobic activity promotes fresh blood flow to the tissues
and flushes out waste products. Strengthening core muscles such
as the abdominals builds a strong foundation for the spine. And
flexibility exercises help people go about their days without stressing
their backs. “If you bend over to reach a box, and your leg muscles
aren’t flexible enough to allow you to get there, the motion will
occur through your spine where it shouldn’t,” Roman says. Duke physical therapy researchers are working to fine-tune such interventions;
researcher Chad Cook, PT, PhD, and colleague Adam Goode, PT, DPT,
are testing a new scale that measures the outcomes of various physical
therapy interventions for lumbar and cervical spine pain, in terms of
how well these tactics improve patients’ ability to go about their daily
activities with ease.
Karyn Rahn, MD, an occupational medicine physician in the Division
of Orthopaedic Surgery, says that physical therapy is as important as
medication in treating back pain. In fact, she says exercise therapy proved
to be the magic ingredient for her patient Donald Hendrix, 79. Because
spinal stenosis made it painful to walk, Hendrix was using a walker all the
time, and, for longer distances—such as when he came for appointments
at Duke—a wheelchair. In addition to spinal injections, Rahn suggested
water therapy. “I said, ‘Look, water takes the weight away, you can work
your body out and not put that pressure on your spine,’” Rahn says.
Now, Hendrix spends an hour in the pool each day doing back exercises,
and another 30 minutes walking in the pool for aerobic benefit. He
says he feels the best just after exercising. “I felt so good last Tuesday,
I got the lawnmower out and cut the grass, edged the yard, and blew
the clippings off the driveway,” he says. Hendrix no longer needs a
wheelchair or a walker. “I’ve come a long way, thanks to Dr. Rahn

Paul Tawney, MD

and her encouragement,” he says.

Karyn Rahn, MD

Gloria Liu, MD, assistant professor of orthopaedic surgery, also

Matt Roman, PT

emphasizes getting active early, before patients start to lose
balance and sensation. “I’m a rehab doctor,” Liu says. “I want
to help people get their lives back.” She also offers adjunctive
therapies to ease pain, including acupuncture (two 2005 studies
showed that acupuncture is moderately effective against chronic
lower back pain).
Liu, Tawney, and others offer a variety of spinal injections to

Billy Huh, MD, PhD
Winston Parris, MD
Gloria Liu, MD

reduce inflammation and pain. “If you can manage a patient with
medications and physical therapy, then you don’t really need to do
an injection. But if they’re still uncomfortable, and you want to try
and calm down the nerve, then an injection is a reasonable thing to
offer,” Tawney says. For patients with disc herniation or stenosis, epidural
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injections send steroids or anesthetic (or a combination) into the entire space
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relief
for most back pain patients, it comes within six weeks—
and a range of sophisticated interventions are available
to help those whose pain persists.

around the spinal cord. Such medications can also be injected
into a specific facet joint under the guidance of fluoroscopy.
Botox injections, which Liu performs, can temporarily stop the
nerve signals that lead to painful muscle contractions.
Selective nerve root blocks (injecting steroids and anesthetics
into a specific nerve where it exits the space between the
vertebrae) can confirm the source of the pain as well as
interventional radiologists, who offer these outpatient spinal
injections guided by CT scan. Imaging helps the injectionist place
the needle precisely at the nerve or disc that shows degenerative
changes. Rahn says that these injections can aid in diagnosis if a
patient may have problems in more than one area of the spine
and the doctor wants to know which is causing the most pain.
“If an injectionist does a nerve-root block on one level and you
don’t get any relief, but on a different level you do, then that can
provide some clues,” Rahn says. “We’re very lucky that we have
several providers here who can perform this service.”

A destination for tough-to-treat pain
For pain that doesn’t respond to such treatments, patients can get
comprehensive evaluation at Duke’s Pain Clinic, which offers pain
management specialists, neurologists, neurosurgeons, interventional
anesthesiologists, psychiatrists, and psychologists under one roof. Many
of the patients seen at the clinic have “failed back surgery syndrome”—
persistent post-operative pain. One of the causes is scar tissue that puts
pressure on a nerve, says Parris, the clinic’s director. “Surgeons can’t
control the accumulation of scar tissue,” Parris says. “Different people
produce different amounts of scarring.”
For such patients, the clinic offers specialized therapies, including a
new procedure offered at only a handful of places—percutaneous neuroplasty. For patients with spinal stenosis and failed back surgery, this
treatment involves injecting a 10 percent saline solution (hypertonic
saline) that may dissolve scar tissue. Guided by fluoroscopy, the doctor
injects the precise disc affected. At the October 2007 meeting of the
American Society of Anesthesiologists, Parris and colleagues presented
results of a small study demonstrating the efficacy of this procedure
[abstract available at www.asaabstracts.com].
Other treatments circumvent the nerve signals that cause pain. For
instance, Prialt (ziconotide) is administered directly into the spinal cord
fluid through an implanted or external pump. Prialt is for patients
who haven’t responded to narcotics or for whom narcotics are
contraindicated because of allergies or addictions, Parris says. The

clinic also offers nerve ablation for patients who have failed
more conservative therapies, and for patients with nerve injuries,
the clinic can implant a spinal cord stimulator that blocks pain
“messages” using a small electrical stimulation that the brain
doesn’t perceive as painful. “This is not for everybody,” Parris
cautions. “In the wrong patient it could be harmful.”
In addition, psychiatrists and psychotherapists at the clinic
treat the depression that can accompany chronic pain, and
biofeedback is also offered. “It’s a very good adjunct therapy,
to learn how to relax, how to cope with the pain,” says Billy
Huh, MD, PhD, associate professor of anesthesiology. “The
mind is a very important part of pain management.”

Surgery: the path less traveled
Patients shouldn’t enter surgery territory until they’ve
tried conservative therapy for at least three months,
and more likely six, without success. Even then, doctors
reserve surgery for those with classic symptoms of
particular conditions that also show up on imaging
studies. “Surgery can be very effective for back pain,
but it needs to be directed to the diagnoses that
clearly improve with surgery”—such as spinal stenosis,
adult scoliosis (curvature of the spine that’s not
congenital), and degeneration of a single disc, says
neurosurgeon Rob Isaacs, MD, assistant professor of
surgery and director of spine surgery. To address the
full range of patient needs, Duke’s multidisciplinary
spine surgery team includes both neurosurgeons, such
as Isaacs, Michael Haglund, MD, PhD, and Carlos Bagley,
MD, as well as orthopaedic surgeons such as Minchew,
Richardson, and Christopher R. Brown, MD.
Brown, an assistant professor of orthopaedic surgery,
says that the pool of surgical candidates has narrowed in
the last 10 to 15 years. “I don’t do surgery for back pain.
I do surgery for spinal instability,” he says. That’s a broad
term for any condition that causes the vertebrae and discs
to interact abnormally, for instance when one vertebrae
slips upon another (called spondylolisthesis). Patients with
instability will often have pain that radiates into the legs
and impedes walking [see sidebar on page 32].
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relieve it. These blocks are performed by Liu as well as Duke
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Big packs on little backs

A patient with a badly degenerated disc may
be a candidate for fusion surgery, in which doctors
remove the disc, then graft on bone and sometimes
insert screws. The procedure stops the movement
and reduces the pain caused by the lack of cushioning
between the vertebrae. The best candidate for a fusion
is someone with degeneration in only one disc (singlelevel disease). Fusion does carry the risk that patients will
later develop adjacent-level disease; by stopping natural
movement of one vertebrae, the stress may be transferred
to an adjacent one.
Artificial discs attempt to eliminate that side effect.
Disc replacements are approved by the Food and Drug
Administration, and Duke does offer them, but many
insurance companies won’t pay for them. Brown has
performed one lumbar (lower back) disc replacement
at Duke. But studies have shown that such disc replacement is only as effective as, not better than, disc fusion,
he says. Study results are better with disc replacements
in the cervical spine (neck), but insurance companies
often refuse payments for those as well, Brown says.
To provide more options for future patients,
Richardson works with Lori Setton, PhD, professor
of biomedical engineering and associate professor
of orthopaedic surgery, to engineer cells similar
to the body’s own that could be used to help
regenerate discs. And the researchers are trying
to merge anti-inflammatory medications with
proteins that will cause medications to gel
around discs and stay there, reducing systemic side effects. Richardson advises on
the design of these experiments from a
surgeon’s perspective. But the use of such
treatments is probably years away, he says.

Like little sherpas, schoolchildren
each day dutifully tote their backpacks,
stuffed with books and papers and a
kid’s daily necessities.
But these overstuffed packs may play a role in
childhood back pain. According to Duke pediatric
rheumatologist Laura Schanberg, MD, “In our practice,
the use of backpacks is a frequent cause of thoracic back
pain, particularly in adolescent girls.”
Egla Rabinovich, MD, also a pediatric rheumatologist at Duke, says that while the relationship between
backpacks and back pain in children is debated,
parents and pediatricians should take steps to address
potential problems.
She recommends encouraging children to carry only
the books and supplies they absolutely need, and to use
both shoulder straps. Some schools are aware of the
problem and are helping by supplying kids with two
copies of each book—one for school and one for home.
“Unfortunately, it is uncool to have a wheeled
backpack, but they would solve so many problems,” says
Rabinovich. “These packs can be 40 pounds and more.”
In addition to backpacks, poor posture and even
stress are common causes of back pain in children.
“You know the knots you get in your back when
you’re stressed? Kids get that, too,” Rabinovich says.
Fortunately, she adds, such back pain is benign and can
be alleviated by addressing the source of the problem.
In rare cases, childhood back pain could be caused
by a variety of more serious conditions including
arthritis, cancer, congenital spine deformity, tumors,
and infectious diskitis.
When should a parent be concerned that the
problem may not just be mechanical? According to
Rabinovich, parents should talk to their pediatrician
or family practitioner when back pain is accompanied
by weight loss, fever, looking pale, and having pain
even when at rest.
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—Carol Harbers
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Mapping the best route in the operating room
Isaacs and Richardson help patients now by offering minimally invasive
procedures for virtually all back problems that respond to surgery, from
disc degeneration to spinal stenosis. While some traditional procedures
require such drastic measures as collapsing a lung, minimally invasive
surgery can be done with a few small incisions. That means fewer
complications and a shorter hospital stay for patients. “The shortterm morbidity is dramatically less with minimally invasive procedures.
The risk of being transfused is less, the risk of having a major medical
complication is dramatically lower,” Isaacs says.
Isaacs works to improve outcomes for all procedures through
Duke’s participation in the Degenerative Spine Study Group. “We’re
linking up thousands of patients undergoing a certain procedure in
the United States, and looking at the outcomes,” Isaacs says. Every
time a patient has spine surgery at Duke, information about the
procedure and outcomes are collected, along with that of patients
at 30 centers around the country. The data will tell surgeons
whether minimally invasive procedures result in better longterm outcomes than traditional ones, and how to best perform
procedures, such as whether to operate from the back or from
the front.
Learning about Duke’s minimally invasive procedures persuaded
Carol Smith to take steps to stop hurting sooner. She began having
aching back pain around 1997. After an initial diagnosis of muscle
spasms, an x-ray showed a curve in her spine. Smith has adult
scoliosis, which occurs more often in women and often worsens
with age. As her curvature got worse—in nine years it progressed
from a 13-degree curve to a 33-degree curve—the pain made it
hard for her to walk and to do everyday things like shopping.
Another doctor had suggested a traditional procedure in which
he’d have to cut along her spine and use a metal rod, screws, and
William Richardson, MD

bone grafts. “It sounded horrendous to me,” she says. “If there was

Joe Minchew, MD

no other option I probably would have gone that route, but not

Michael Haglund, MD, PhD

anytime soon.” Fortunately, she found an alternative—and turned
to Isaacs for a fusion surgery that required only three incisions in
her side. She had the procedure on a Monday and went home that
Friday. Her predicted recovery time is three to six months, half the
time predicted for the traditional procedure. “Just thinking about the
description of the other treatment, there’s not a lot of comparison,”

Christopher R. Brown, MD
Rob Isaacs, MD

Smith says. “I’m so glad to have gotten it fixed. I was just really tired

Carlos Bagley, MD

of hurting.” o

For a full list of Duke physicians

For more information about Duke’s services for back pain, visit dukehealth.org
or call 1-888-ASK-DUKE (patients) or 1-800-MED-DUKE (physicians).

who treat back pain, visit

DukeMed

dukehealth.org/physicians.
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A matter of life

and breath

Double-lung transplant patient
Gordon Weeks is living proof of principle for the Duke Transplant Center.

Kathleen Yount
photography by Jared Lazarus
by

Respiration has two parts: inspiration and expiration. Air flows
in and out of the lungs, taking sustenance into our bodies and
delivering our leftovers back to the world. The flow of our breath,
from our first cry to our last exhale, is our most basic function,

DukeMed

connecting heart and brain to life as we know it.
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Gordon Weeks

In November 2006, Weeks’s brother
Doug died from IPF. At that point Gordon
himself had already been battling the
disease for at least 10 years, and he and
Shauna began to search for their only
hope for meaningful treatment: lung
transplant. They applied to the transplant
program at a hospital in nearby Boston,
but waiting list was too long. “They basically told us there wasn’t anything they
could do for [Gordon],” says Shauna, so
the couple set out to find someone who
could. “I looked up Duke’s outcomes
online and they were the best. So I put
Gordon and my daughter in the car and
we drove to North Carolina.” That was
March 19, 2007—one of the last days of
winter. Gordon wouldn’t see Cape Cod
again until after midsummer.
Mr. Weeks goes south
The drive was tough, says Gordon.
Weeks and his wife, Shauna, live with
“Shauna drove straight through—13 hours,
their 10-year-old daughter on Cape Cod,
and at one point we had to pull off of I-95
Massachusetts, where Gordon used to
spend much of his free time surfing. Then in the middle of Washington, DC, because
one day he just stopped. “I couldn’t paddle I was so sick. Shauna had no idea what was
happening to me.”
out anymore,” he says. “Didn’t have the
What was happening was an escalating
drive.” He had no idea that the problem
collapse of Gordon’s respiratory system.
was his lungs—as for many people with
In the lungs of people with IPF, someidiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, or IPF, it
thing—no one yet knows what—upsets the
took years to make that diagnosis.

goes
with the flow. Or, at least, he does when
it comes to matters of life and breath.
But he is also a survivor, which is why on
April 12, at age 56, he celebrated his first
rebirthday. It marked a year of living on
someone else’s lungs, a year since he was
snatched back from the foggy line where
life rubs shoulders with death. His story is
one of hundreds in the Duke Transplant
Center, where the model of moving bench
discoveries to bedside care takes on a
new speed. Thanks to the interchange of
clinical practice and research innovation,
patients for whom transplant wasn’t
possible a decade ago are now surviving
longer and thriving after surgery.

healing and repair processes in certain
cells of the alveoli sacs. This thin, delicate
tissue is gradually but inexorably scarred,
and ultimately the alveoli can no longer
broker the blood’s precious exchange of
oxygen for carbon dioxide.
The prognosis for IPF is always poor,
but the process can take decades to reach
a life-threatening stage; Gordon calls the
disease a “sneaky one, a faker.” There’s no
pain, and no sensation that you aren’t getting enough air (at least early on). Mostly,
he says, it’s a disease of frustration. “You
just sit around a lot more than you used to.”
And then, sometimes all at once, “the
disease can just slam you.” In the lobby of
the Millennium Hotel in Durham, where
Shauna was checking in the road-weary
family, that’s what happened. “I started
shaking all over,” says Gordon. EMTs
were called and he was admitted to Duke
University Hospital, where the transplant
team took over. “I basically appeared to
them out of nowhere, essentially waltzed
in off the street totally unannounced,” says
Gordon, “but they immediately took me in
and started rooting for me.” Gordon was
stabilized and then spent the next week
undergoing the rigorous physical and

Match game
Making sure the gift of life gets delivered

DukeMed

The number of people who die while awaiting a transplant has
dropped dramatically since 2003. One of the main reasons for this is
not technical innovations, but improved donor coordination—making
sure that donor organs efficiently and effectively reach the people who
need them.
The improvement in organ matching started about five years ago,
when the federal government launched its first organ transplant
collaborative. The collaborative gathered input from everybody
who was anybody in the transplantation process—donor families,
transplant candidates and recipients, transplant centers, insurance
companies, and UNOS—the central office for all the organ
procurement organizations (OPOs) that facilitate organ donation and
transplantation across the country.
The OPO that serves most of North Carolina—Carolina Donor
Services (CDS)—was one of the focal points of this national
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collaborative, because
the donation rates
in this area were
among the highest
in the nation. Duke Nancy Knudsen, MD
Janet Tuttle-Newhall, MD
intensivist Nancy
Knudsen, MD, who serves as medical director of CDS, and transplant
surgeon Janet Tuttle-Newhall, MD, who currently serves on its
board of directors, helped CDS establish much of its best practice
recommendations—from donor matching to ICU management. These
practices are now among the recommendations to transplant centers
and OPOs nationwide.
In 2007, there were 28,354 transplantation surgeries in the
United States, from 14,395 donors. The goal for 2008 is 35,000
transplantations. People in North Carolina who wish to be organ
donors can have this preference noted on their driver’s licenses, and
now they can also register online, at donatelifenc.org.

Gordon Weeks, pictured with his wife and daughter, celebrated his first rebirthday on
April 12, 2008—one year after a double-lung transplant at Duke.

waiting for the call

“We were desperados in desperate times,”
Gordon says of his peers awaiting lung

transplant. Particularly, he says, at the
Center for Living gym, where patients
walk the treadmills, ride bikes, and lift
weights, always with oxygen tanks in tow.
Those awaiting transplant range from
young people with cystic fibrosis—some
of whom get multi-organ transplants—to
older people with emphysema and IPF
patients like Gordon. One woman Gordon
got to know had a disease that actually
turned her blue. She, Gordon says, waited
several weeks for her transplant—but
that’s an exception to the rule.
The waiting time of lung transplant
patients at Duke is unusually short—about
two weeks, in most cases. Robert D. Davis,
MD, a cardiothoracic transplant surgeon
and director of the Duke Transplant
Center, says the short wait is made possible by the program’s ability to procure
about three times more lungs from donors
than most other American programs. “A
lot of that has to do with the fact that
we’ll consider organs that other people
won’t,” says Davis. That doesn’t mean
that they take lungs that are sub-par, he

says, but that they have the resources and
manpower to travel to a hospital that has
a potential donor match. Davis says that
when surgeons physically go to look at
potential donor organs, “you can do things
to optimize the lung function before procurement. It allows us use a lot of organs
that are viable, but might not sound so
over the phone.”
The national standards for allocating
donor lungs were changed in May 2005.
Originally the allocation was done on a
sort of first-come, first-served basis, but
the revisions now give highest preference
to patients whose odds of survival after
transplant are good and whose survival
without transplant is dire. And there
wasn’t much about the Weeks case that
wouldn’t turn out to be dire.
On the fourth morning of his rehab
training, Shauna called the paramedics.
As Gordon puts it, “I was tanking.”
“Mr. Weeks’s illness had progressed to
the point that the trip and the transplant
evaluation were too much stress on him,”
says Duke pulmonologist Scott Palmer, MD,
continued on page 44
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psychological evaluation for transplant.
“I remember that the whole transplant
team gathered around Gordon’s bed,” says
Shauna. “I was so sure they were coming to
tell us that they couldn’t do the transplant.
And then one of the team members said,
‘Mr. Weeks, you’re having a very bad hair
day, and you needed a lung transplant
yesterday. We’re here to help.”
Gordon then began the pre-transplant
rehabilitation program at Duke’s Center
for Living, which helps lung transplant
patients get strong before their surgeries.
All transplant patients are required to do
four hours of cardiovascular rehab training,
every day, for 24 days prior to their operation and for 24 days afterwards. “The whole
Duke team is really adamant about exercise,” Gordon says. So, as the Weeks family
awaited a pair of lungs, Gordon hit the gym.
At this point, no one knew just how
close he was to dying.
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Coming full swing: Just over a year ago Gordon Weeks was lying
semiconscious in the ICU at Duke University Hospital, relying on a
machine to oxygenate his blood because his lungs no longer could.
Weeks received a double-lung transplant in April 2007 and is now back
to his life and family on Cape Cod, where he splits wood for a living
and takes long walks with his wife along the beaches he used to surf
religiously before idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) destroyed his lungs.
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says Palmer, “so we want to time the transthe lungs simply need to go off-duty for a
who is medical director of the lung and
while. But Gordon’s lungs weren’t going to plant so that they really are at the end of
heart-lung transplant teams. “By the time
the road with the lungs they have, and that
get any better—his lungs were gone.
he got to us, his survival could have been
they can have a good recovery and good
measured in weeks.” Back in the hospital,
quality of life after transplant. There’s no
Gordon was put on a ventilator to help him Gordon meets his match
breathe. But the ventilator quickly proved “I’m still not sure what it was about me that crystal ball to it, and sometimes it’s hard
to know what’s best.”
inadequate; it was giving Gordon oxygen,
made them decide to do the transplant—I
After all, the surgery is no small affair.
but his lungs couldn’t do anything with it.
was so sick,” Gordon says. Davis explains
“To
make the recovery easier, they make
“They called my wife and more or less
that such a choice is made by gestalt: The
the incision from armpit to armpit; they
said, ‘Please come quickly, your husband
weeklong evaluation gives the team—
open you up like a clam,” says Gordon. His
is about to die,’” says Gordon. But he
which includes surgeons like Davis,
own turn on the table came after four days
wasn’t afraid at any point in those last
pulmonologists like Palmer, nurses,
on ECMO—Shauna says it was just as he
moments of consciousness. “I really went
transplant coordinators, and social
was starting to look “really bad,” if it was
through the whole thing like a piece of
workers—a chance to assess a variety of
possible to look worse than he already did.
wood floating in a river,” he says. “I just
physical, psychological, and social supGordon’s surgery was as arduous as the
thought, well, I’m putting myself in their
port factors that help them determine
family’s drive from Cape Cod three weeks
hands and God’s, and it’s going to be fine,
whether the patient has a reasonable
before: it took 14 hours and, when Gordon
one way or another.”
chance for a successful recovery after
began to hemorrhage at one point, more
transplantation.
than 100 units of blood.
Lung transplant surgery is a huge comUncharted waters
mitment, on the part of the patient, the
“The first time I met the transplant surpatient’s family, the hospital, and the
geon, they had just coded my husband,”
Kidney envy
says Shauna. Davis told her that they were organ donation service. Ideally, Davis
Even from his most precarious moments
says, the final decision to go through with
entering uncharted waters: most patients
in surgery, Gordon had great odds. Fifty
a transplant isn’t made in an emergency
who are at this stage of IPF are no longer
percent of Duke lung transplant patients
situation, but in those cases “it often has a
good transplant candidates. But, Davis
survive at least eight years following
lot to do with how healthy the patient was
said, if lungs became available in the next
their surgery (the national figure is four
five days, they would perform the surgery. before the crisis,” he says. “Gordon was in years). Davis attributes these outcomes
reasonably good physical condition before to a number of factors: only doubleMeanwhile, Gordon would have to be
he took the sudden downhill turn.”
put on ECMO—extracorporeal memlung transplants are performed (their
The fact that Gordon suffers from IPF
brane oxygenation, which is essentially
outcomes are better than single-lung
also made transplantation a clearer choice, transplants); the team does a large volume
a last-resort therapy for patients whose
according to Palmer. “We knew we were
lungs are simply unable to function. It’s a
of transplants (also associated with better
giving him a survival benefit, because
rather gruesome-looking scenario: large
outcomes); and they employ a clinical prohe had no survival left with his lungs.
catheters are run in through the neck and
tocol to help prevent the new lungs from
There are other diseases where we really
out through the groin, so that they can
injury due to gastric reflux. “Some of it is
capture blood from the large veins and run debate about how much of a benefit we’re
also the sum of all sorts of little processes,”
offering.” For example, the number of
it through the machine’s belly. Much like
Davis says. “The expertise and dedication
emphysema patients receiving transplants of the physicians, the coordinators, the
a heart bypass or dialysis machine, ECMO
has gone down in the last five years, for
is the mechanical means to do what the
team aspect of delivering care—we’re still
two reasons: first, emphysema patients
body’s own system cannot—in this case,
doing the same protocol as institution X,
are not as sick as patients with illnesses
to filter the blood’s carbon dioxide and
but we’re doing it better.”
such as IPF, and second, it’s not as clear
replace it with oxygen.
But as good as Duke’s lung stats are,
whether their survival and quality of life
ECMO can be a lifesaving tool for some
they still aren’t as good as the average
will be better if they are transplanted
patients, particularly premature babies
successes for heart, or kidney, or liver
sooner rather than later. “We want to
with still-forming lungs, because it protransplants, which function successfully
maximize everyone’s life expectancy,”
vides a bridge to keep the body going if
for up to 14 years. Palmer notes that,
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worldwide, lung transplants have
the lowest numbers in terms of both
incidence and successful outcomes. “But
to me, that means we have the most
opportunity to make an impact,” he
says. “We don’t want to just do more
lung transplants. We want to extend the
longevity and quality of our transplants.”
Most lung transplant patients eventually succumb to either infections or, most
commonly, chronic transplant rejection:
at some point, the immune system registers that the transplanted organ is foreign
material. Thinking it’s doing its duty, it
sends its cellular troops to attack the
infidel. Immunosuppressive drugs are
used to keep this response in check, but
often the body’s impulse to defend itself
simply takes over.
“Kidneys now have about a 10 percent
acute rejection rate at six months,” says
Palmer, “and we still have about 50
percent acute rejection at six months.”
He explains that, for lungs, the current

immunosuppressive medications aren’t
making the grade. “Lung transplant has
basically just been borrowing all the
drugs from kidney transplant, because
they’re all we’ve got. But the reality is
that they don’t work as well for us.” Some
other mechanisms are at play in lung
transplant failure—the question that preoccupies Palmer and Davis, who each lead
research teams on lung rejection, is what
these mechanisms are, and how they can
be dampened down to keep patients like
Gordon alive.
Innate impulses

Why transplanted lungs succumb to
rejection faster than other solid organs
is a tricky question. At first glance, the
immune response makes no sense: of all
the solid organs, our lungs are designed
to deal with foreign matter. The average
person inhales about 26,000 times a
day, taking in about 14,000 liters (or 150
bathtubs’ worth) of air. With every inhale,

we breathe in foreign materials along
with our essential oxygen—gasses and
chemicals, particulates and microbes of
varying sizes. And our lungs are set up to
capture all this foreign material while not
overreacting to it. “The normal process
is that the immune system operates to
just get rid of the junk—swallow it up in
macrophages and dispose of it,” Davis
says. But in a transplanted lung, because
the lung itself is not ‘self,’ these injuries
that otherwise would not have any
consequence trigger an immune reaction
that could degrade the lung and ultimately
cause failure. “We get what seems on
the surface to be classic immunologic
rejection,” says Davis.
When a transplanted heart, lung, or
liver is rejected, it’s taken down by the
body’s adaptive immune system: T cells
and antibodies are sent out specifically
to attack any cell that registers as this
foreign type. Palmer says that in the

A bridge becomes a destination
LVADs can keep heart failure patients alive—and off the transplant list

Duke offers continuing medical education for physicians who wish to
know more about these techniques for treating heart failure. To learn
about upcoming CME events, visit the CME Web site: cme.mc.duke.edu.
To learn more about the Duke heart transplant program—among the 10
largest in the nation—visit dukehealth.org/Services/Transplants.
DukeMed

Carmelo Milano, MD

the next generation of heart-assisting
devices: axial flow pumps, which may
be more durable and longerlasting than LVADs. As the
second-largest enroller in the
current trial of these pumps,
HeartMate II, Duke surgeons
have implanted more than
50 axial flow pumps as
destination therapies. And, says
Milano, an encouraging number
HeartMate II®
of these patients were women. Sizewise, he
explains, LVADs can be a hard fit in a female chest cavity. But because
axial flow pumps are 80 percent smaller than LVADs, they can be
accommodated more easily in a woman.
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Reprinted with permission from Thoratec Corporation

There are two holy grails in solid-organ transplantation, says Robert D.
Davis, MD. One is unlimited survival of a transplanted organ once it
finds its new home body. The other is unlimited access to donor organs.
The latter, in particular, was on the minds of researchers seeking
ways to keep heart transplant candidates alive long enough to receive
their new hearts. Their solution was ventricular assist devices (VADs),
surgically implanted medical pumps that take over most of the heart’s
circulatory duties. Originally used as a bridge to heart transplant, the
devices functioned so well that they are now also used as a primary
treatment (called destination therapy) for advanced heart failure
patients not eligible for heart transplantation.
Five years ago, Duke became one of the first hospitals nationwide
and the first in North Carolina to perform left VAD (or LVAD)
implantation as a destination therapy, and since then it has become
one of the highest-volume LVAD centers in
the country. As with lung transplants, research
shows that the more LVADs an institution
does, the more successful it is at them; one
Duke patient is still doing well after more than
four years with device support, says surgeon
Carmelo Milano, MD.
Duke is now conducting clinical trials to test

lungs a different sort of immune rejection
may be at work. “Because the lungs are
constantly exposed to the environment,
they have an intrinsic set of defense
mechanisms that are there to deal with
all the stuff you’re breathing in.” This
is known as innate immunity, and it’s a
more generic immune response, involving
inflammation, a cascade of antagonizing
proteins, and a flood of white blood
cells. “My idea is that this facet of the
immune system plays a central role in
orchestrating and regulating rejection in
lung transplant.”
It’s a new idea, and one that will take
time to prove. Palmer is currently looking at how genetic variations correlate
to innate immune responses and rates
of rejection after transplant. “The hope
would be that someday we could better
gauge your risk for rejection after transplant based on some of these genetic
variations in your innate immune system,”
perhaps clearing up the crystal ball to help
select which patients might benefit most
from transplantation.
Gut reactions

DukeMed

Any toxins, pollution, and infections that
a lung transplant patient breathes in have
the potential to trigger lung injury and
rejection episodes. But the battle most
often begins with the gut. Lung transplant
patients have a high incidence of gastric
reflux disease, which puts them at high
risk for aspiration events, in which reflux
travels into the lungs, sounding the
immune system’s alarms.
Davis says the high rate of reflux is in
large part because the vagus nerve—which,
among many other things, regulates
gastric function—takes a beating during
a lung transplant surgery. Also, patients
with end-stage lung disease have a greater
amount of reflux in general. “It may result
from coughing and changes in pressure
in the abdominal cavities at this stage of
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Robert D. Davis, MD, and Scott Palmer, MD

disease,” he says. “And the reflux may
contribute to the lung disease by injuring
the lungs when it’s inhaled. We know it’s
related, and it could also be causative.”
Davis’s research includes investigating what happens at the point of injury.
“There’s a certain amount of bacteria in the
aspirate material,” he says. “We’re looking at whether the protein coats of these
bacteria are what’s triggering the immune
attack on the lung.”
Though conclusive explanations of the

hows and whys of reflux and aspiration
injury are still being fleshed out, it’s
inarguably a condition that lung patients
want to avoid. Duke has developed very
aggressive clinical procedures to prevent
aspiration injuries, says Davis, including
a surgical stomach-wrapping procedure—
just as it sounds, the stomach is wrapped
around the esophagus to prevent reflux
from moving into the lungs. “Our protocol
seems to play a large part in our outcomes,” Davis says, “and we’re taking the

Transplanting below the diaphragm
Duke is North Carolina’s pioneer in abdominal-organ transplantation
Duke was the first North Carolina hospital to perform a kidney
transplant (in 1965) and a liver transplant (1984). Since then, the
abdominal-organ transplantation team has performed thousands of
kidney, liver, and pancreas transplants in children and adults, as well as
combined transplants such as heart-kidney and lung-liver—one young
patient with congenital heart disease recently received a heart-lungliver transplant.
In many cases, abdominal transplants come from live donors. These
organs tend to have a longer life after transplantation than organs
that come from deceased donors (15 years versus 10 for kidneys, for
example). But abdominal transplant director Paul Kuo, MD, notes that
Duke is conservative about approving living donations; most living donors
have a familial relationship to the recipient. All potential living donors
go through an extensive work-up to make sure they won’t significantly
endanger their future health by donating a kidney or part of their liver.

All hail the inhale

The first breaths Weeks took with his new
lungs were not his own; they were the
mechanized inspirations and expirations
of the ventilator, to which he remained
connected for four days after his surgery.
“It was really frustrating,” he says. “I’d
look over and see that my oxygen level was
good, but it felt like I wasn’t breathing at
all. As Dr. Davis puts it, it takes some time
for the lungs to fly.”
Weeks spent six more weeks in intensive
care, beginning to recover from extreme
muscle weakness and adjust to the
immunosuppressive drugs that will be his
lifelong companions. “Getting up [for the
first time after surgery] was probably the
hardest thing ever,” he says. Not because
of pain, but because of sheer weakness:
before his downward spiral, Gordon was a
tall, strong 250 pounds; when he left North
Carolina he was down to 160.
“Every day is a different healing,” he
says. “There are definitely steps in the
healing process, and for me it’s been a

For information about the abdominal-organ transplant programs at Duke,
call the transplant office at 919-684-5926.

chance of living five years. Now I tell them
long staircase.” Gordon left the hospital
eight years, and it’s pretty amazing to see
the weekend of July 4, 2007, and went
that change in 10 years.”
back to the rehab at the Center for Living
“It’s not for the faint of heart,” says
he’d left so abruptly in April. He says the
Gordon of this process of surgical rebirth.
staff there taught him—firmly—how to
“But the drive to live is so strong—you
bring his body back to life after such a
close courtship with death. “I was so weak don’t want to let go. And as much as it
hurts, and as weak as you are, there is
that I showed up [to rehab] in a wheelalways tomorrow to heal, to get better.
chair. And David Best said to me, ‘You’re
Every day you do get stronger.” And his
not coming in on a wheelchair anymore.
lungs, so far, have kept him flying. “I like
Get yourself a walker if you need to.’ And
to talk to them—thank them, and thank
so I did, and I used it for a while. Then
the person who gave them, even though
one day he said, ‘Get rid of that walker!’
I
don’t know who that person is. I keep
So I kicked it to the side as I walked in the
going back to how incredible that part of
door, and that’s where it stayed.”
Scott Palmer has two pictures of Gordon it is. One forfeits his or her life, but gives
Weeks: one taken when he was on ECMO— life to another, and there are people here
who can make it happen.” o
about as far from the New England surf
as he could be—and one taken recently
For more information about organ transplant
at his home in Cape Cod, where he’s
services at Duke, visit dukehealth.org/Services/
built back up to 190 pounds and is able
Transplants or call the transplant office at
to spend most days on the job, which for
919-684-5926. Physicians who would like to
learn more about the lung transplantation and
him is splitting wood—about as far from
research
program can e-mail Scott Palmer, MD,
ECMO as one could imagine. Palmer says
directly at palme002@mc.duke.edu.
that, though Gordon’s story is particularly
Gordon and Shauna Weeks found Duke’s
hair-raising at times, it’s still typical
transplant outcomes information (and that of
of the everyday miracles he sees in the
other hospitals) on the Web site for UNOS, the
Duke Transplant Center. “When I started
United Network for Organ Sharing. Read more
doing lung transplant,” he says, “I told
about that organization on page 40, or visit
my patients that they have a 50 percent
them online at unos.org.
DukeMed

observations we’re seeing in the clinics
back to the laboratory, so that we can use
basic research to answer some of the stillunanswered questions.”

So far, Duke has not performed any transplantation surgeries involving “good Samaritan” donors—people who seek to donate one of
their kidneys or part of their livers without a specific donor in mind.
While the generosity of such a gift is immeasurable, the moral and ethical implications must be
weighed carefully in each case—as must the physical, emotional, and mental state of the donor. As
Kuo notes, not everyone understands the health
implications of donating one of their organs—for
example, last year the New York Times reported
on a man who donated a kidney, felt good about
Paul Kuo, MD
it, and so wanted to donate his other kidney.
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in medicine

controversies

Multi-vessel heart disease:
The “best” treatment may not be what you think
Duke heart experts debate the merits of
three key interventions

BY JENI BAKER

Hundreds of thousands of Americans are diagnosed each year with

PCI: Minimally invasive, widely
performed

coronary artery disease (CAD), a life-threatening narrowing or
blockage in any of the four arteries that feed the heart. The leading
cause of death among both women and men, CAD claims some
500,000 lives in the United States each year—and comprises more
than 70 percent of all heart disease mortality.
While some patients experience no symptoms until they suffer a heart attack,
coronary disease often causes symptoms such as chest pain (angina), shortness
of breath, fatigue, lightheadedness, and nausea, with patients becoming
increasingly weak and debilitated as the heart is starved of oxygen. Untreated,
CAD usually means fewer years of life—and less quality to those years.
In general, the more arteries involved, the sicker the patient. People with multivessel disease are often scared, confused, and overwhelmed. Nearly all say that
they just want to get it “fixed.”
That’s where things can get tricky. So tricky, in fact, that the first annual
Thomas Ryan, MD, Duke Heart Center Lecture, held at Duke in late 2007, was
dedicated to debating this important issue.
Entitled “Multi-Vessel Coronary Disease: PCI, Surgery, or Maybe Both Are
Wrong?,” the event began with the presentation of a case study by moderator
Mark F. Newman, MD, chair of anesthesiology. Newman reported the particulars
of patient “Mr. G,” as well as his angiogram results, which revealed coronary
disease in three arteries.
The case was then discussed by Peter K. Smith, MD, chief of the Division of
Cardiovascular and Thoracic Surgery, and Robert M. Califf, MD, and E. Magnus
Ohman, MD, both of the Division of Cardiology.
Each spoke primarily in favor of a different intervention for patients who, like
Mr. G, suffer from multi-vessel disease, their positions reflecting the larger
ongoing debate within the medical community. Those interventions fall under
three main categories:
n
n

n

	Percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI)
“Surgery,” which typically refers to the coronary artery bypass graft (CABG or
“cabbage”)
	Medical management

DukeMed

DukeMed Magazine asked Smith, Califf, and Ohman to recap their remarks on
this controversial topic.
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PCIs are aggressive, non-surgical procedures used to clear narrowed or blocked
coronary arteries. These minimally invasive
procedures include angioplasty—in which
a balloon-tipped catheter is inserted into a
blocked coronary artery and then inflated
to clear the vessel of debris—and the
placement of stents, minuscule mesh-like
tubes that hold arteries open. The two procedures are commonly performed together.
The immediate risks of complications and
infection associated with PCI are significantly lower than those of open surgery.
There’s less post-procedure pain, recovery
is quicker, and the risk of cognitive decline
sometimes associated with CABG surgery
is eliminated. The preferred intervention for
people in the midst of heart attacks, PCI
gets blood flowing to the heart within 90
minutes, as opposed to the approximately
three hours it takes with surgery.
PCI—in particular, stenting (also known as
percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty, or PTCA) —has also been widely
criticized. Plagued by safety and efficacy
concerns, stenting has been the topic of
an ongoing debate comparing bare-metal
stents (BMS) to drug-eluting stents (DES).
BMS have seen a high rate of in-stent
restenosis—plaque buildup inside a stent,
which renders it useless. DES, developed to
remedy this issue, were viewed as a great
advance. But when studies1 showed an
increased risk of DES-related heart attacks
due to in-stent thrombosis (a blood clot
that develops inside the stent), many physicians went back to BMS. Recent findings
may cause them to reconsider—again.

Robert M. Califf, MD, is the Donald F. Fortin, MD, Professor
of Cardiology, vice chancellor for clinical research, and
director of the Duke Translational Medicine Institute.
E. Magnus Ohman, MD, is a professor of medicine and director
of Duke Heart Center’s Program for Advanced Coronary Disease.
Peter K. Smith, MD, is a professor of surgery and chief of
cardiovascular and thoracic surgery at Duke.
Ohman

A study2 of the National Heart, Lung, and
Blood Institute Dynamic Registry examined the data of 1,460 DES patients and
1,763 BMS patients one year after their
stent placements. DES patients had a 15.5
percent risk of suffering a major cardiac
event compared to BMS patients’ 20.9
percent. In addition, DES patients had a
43 percent less chance of needing poststent angioplasty or bypass surgery than
those with BMS. And the rate of in-stent
thrombosis among DES patients was only
1 percent—down from previous studies.
A study3 of a Massachusetts registry of
21,024 patients had similar findings two
years post-stenting.
“PCI has evolved a lot and continues
to evolve—from standard balloon
angioplasty to BMS to DES and now to
newer forms of DES,” says Ohman, who
specializes in performing PCI and leads
the Duke Heart Center’s Program for
Advanced Coronary Disease. “It provides a
new way forward for patients—especially
older patients and those with more
complex disease—by lowering the risk
of recurrence and offering a tremendous
reprieve from their symptoms.”
PCI isn’t for everyone, but for many
patients, it’s “a great option that’s associated with fewer symptoms and a higher
quality of life,” Ohman says. “When a
patient is a candidate for both PCI and
bypass surgery, I think it makes sense to
offer the less invasive PCI as the first line
of defense.”
Smith, the surgeon, agrees that because
PCI isn’t as physically traumatic for
patients as bypass surgery, it’s sometimes
the better option for patients who may
not be well enough to survive surgery—

Smith

such as those with advanced age or prior
cardiac surgery, and even some with
three-vessel disease.
But, Smith believes, “It’s not fair to
recommend PCI for a patient and say,
‘You can always have surgery later if this
doesn’t work.’ The public gets the idea
that surgery and PCI are equivalent—
which isn’t true for patients with
three-vessel disease, for whom surgery is
life-prolonging compared to PCI,” he says.
“Proponents of PCI are basically saying,
‘We never said it would save anybody’s
life; we just wanted to improve their
symptoms.’ And they should acknowledge
that this is the case when they discuss
options with patients who have lifethreatening coronary disease.”
So how long must a patient feel better
before “improving symptoms” can be
called “saving a life”?
The randomized ARTS II trial4, the largest
follow-up study of its kind to compare
surgical and PCI patients, looked at 607
patients one year out. ARTS II showed
that “the drug-eluting stent is every bit as
good as bypass surgery for treating multivessel disease,” Ohman says.
Despite the ongoing controversy, PCI
continues to be the most commonly
used intervention for coronary artery
disease. The American Heart Association
(AHA) reports that 1,265,000 PCIs
were performed in the United States
in 2005—approximately two-thirds in
men and one-third in women. (Duke
cardiologists perform more than 1,300
PCIs every year.)
But while data show that stents have
gotten safer, the overall use of angioplasty

appears to be waning, according to a
recent analysis conducted by the National
Cardiovascular Data Registry. “The rise
of angioplasty procedures has leveled off
and appears to be on the decline,” Duke
cardiologist Eric Peterson, MD, told USA
Today after reviewing the data.
This could be because some believe that
PCI in general is an overused strategy for
treating multi-vessel disease that would
be more effectively treated with CABG
surgery and/or medical management.

Bypass surgery: Tried and true
A second approach to treating CAD is
the coronary artery bypass graft, an open
revascularization procedure in which
arteries are surgically rerouted to allow
unrestricted blood flow around narrow or
blocked spots. Because it entails opening
the breastbone, spreading the rib cage,
and hooking patients up to a heart-lung
machine, CABG is major surgery. Patients
face months of recovery time, a large
external scar, and increased risk of stroke.
“The risk of stroke associated with CABG
is about 10 times that associated with
PCI, and strokes occur very rarely as a
result of PCI,” Ohman says, adding that
most patients fear that CABG will result in
neurological complications, as well.
Although many patients opt for PCI to
avoid these risks, the AHA reports that
approximately 470,000 CABG surgeries
were performed in the United States
in 2005—some 325,000 in men and
145,000 in women. Duke Heart Center
surgeons alone performed over 600
bypass surgeries annually between 2003
and 2007.

The opinions expressed in “Controversies in Medicine” are those of the physicians interviewed and do not necessarily reflect those of Duke Medicine as a whole.
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“It makes sense to offer non-invasive PCI as the first line of defense
when a patient is a candidate for both PCI and bypass surgery.” —E. MAGNUS OHMAN, MD

Smith says that’s because the procedure is
tried and true, with proven benefits and very
low mortality and complication rates.
“The advantage of surgery is that it’s definitive, it’s durable, and evidence shows that
in almost all cases, it is effective,” says
Smith, who specializes in performing the
procedure. “CABG completely bypasses the
disease, and in many cases, it simply doesn’t
come back”—particularly with artery grafting, he adds, although the disease can
return with vein grafts.
A 2006 Duke analysis5 of outcomes from
more than 18,000 heart patients found that
patients who received bypass surgery lived
an average of 5.3 months longer than those
treated by angioplasty—and that both bypass
surgery and angioplasty provided more
benefit for patients than medicine alone.
Because bypass surgery has shown the
greatest longevity benefit in treating threevessel disease—“potentially the most lethal
form of heart disease,” says Smith—“it’s the
clear winner for many of those patients.”
Ohman concurs. “CABG certainly offers the
best long-term solution for some people.
The more severe the disease and the more
vessels are involved, the more appropriate
surgery becomes.”
“Select patients do require intervention
beyond medical management,” Califf says.
“In those cases, it’s the doctor’s responsibility
to make sure those patients understand the
potential benefits and risks of the procedure
they’re being offered.”

Medical management: A solid
foundation

DukeMed

Because it is recommended as both a
singular strategy and for use in conjunction
with PCI and surgery, medical management
actually transcends and supplements all
other multi-vessel disease interventions.
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Medically managing CAD means treating the
condition with non-surgical methods that
include drug therapies and/or modification
of lifestyle factors such as diet, exercise,
smoking, and stress management. These
strategies also help prevent further deterioration of the heart muscle in patients with
existing damage.
“Medical management is the bedrock of
treating coronary disease,” says Califf.
“Regardless of anything else patients have
done, medical treatment should be the
standard of good medical therapy and the
first option we offer our patients.
“The Duke data6 show that patients who are
on multiple effective treatments—which
can be a first-rate aspirin, beta-blocker, and
statin, available for four bucks a month
from Wal-Mart—have about a twofold
reduction in their risk of death compared
to patients who do not adhere to their
medication regimens.
“The issue is that the real benefit is in medical
therapy,” Califf continues. “PCI doesn’t
prolong survival in most patients, so you’re
not losing anything there by going with
medical management, and CABG obviously
has a higher risk than medical treatment.”
“If we cardiologists could just do our jobs in
our own treatment environment and give
patients simple four-dollar-a-month plans,
we would save literally thousands of lives,”
he says. “We need to give patients the
important treatments first, and if those fail,
then try the expensive and risky treatments.”
Smith agrees that medical management
plays an important role for surgical patients,
and its use as an alternative to both PCI and
CABG may be underutilized. “Advances in
medical therapy have led to more promising
results than anticipated in treating patients

with one- and two-vessel disease, whom the
COURAGE trial7 showed aren’t being helped
as much with PCI.”

The key to the best outcome?
Honest dialogue
Since each multi-vessel disease intervention
has its pros and cons, how does one decide
which is likely to have the best outcome for
a given patient? By having a truthful and
thorough doctor-patient conversation, these
experts say.
“Many doctors tell their patients, ‘You’ve got
bad blockages, and we need to bypass or
dilate those blockages because if we don’t,
you’re going to have a heart attack or die,’”
Califf says. “And that’s simply not validated
by the randomized trials; it’s not true. But
it’s something we frequently tell our patients
because it avoids a much longer discussion
about what’s really going on in terms of the
risks versus the benefits of these various
interventions.”

Risks versus benefits
Many people assume, for instance, that
minimally invasive procedures are inherently
safer—and therefore always “better”—than
open surgeries. Take the surgery-versus-PCI
issue, for example.
“Surgery has risks like pain, infection, and
recovery time that people understand up
front,” Smith says. “But multi-vessel coronary disease patients should understand that
PCI’s ongoing cumulative risk of restenosis
is less obvious, with studies showing that
surgery compares more favorably to PCI the
longer patients are followed.”
Patients may have different perceptions of
risk when considering medical management,
as well. Some may perceive this strategy as
having the lowest risk because it doesn’t
involve any type of surgery. Others may see

“Medical management should be the first treatment option.” —ROBERT M. CALIFF, MD
“It’s one thing to advocate for the procedure you do,
but it can be an entirely different thing to advocate for the patient.” —PETER K. SMITH, MD

“It’s only natural for patients to think that
if they have a stent placed or undergo a
bypass that their disease is ‘fixed’—and
doctors can easily get away with saying, ‘It’s
lucky we found this blockage; now we can
fix it,’” Califf says. “A doctor who offers
patients a potentially risky procedure must
be able to show that it’s likely to help them.”
Another issue, Califf says, is that many
patients have difficulty translating probability
into risks that are meaningful to them. For
example, when comparing a treatment said to
have a 10 percent risk of death with one said
to have a 90 percent survival rate, people are
more likely to choose the second option, even
though the actual degrees of risk are equal.

Patient factors
Patient factors that figure into the riskversus-benefit equation commonly include:
n

n

1, 3

2

Age and health status—A patient may
be too elderly or ill to withstand surgery,
for example—or to wait for the effects
of medical intervention. Medical management alone or in conjunction with PCI
may be the most appropriate choice for
someone with minimal disease.
Goals, values, and concerns—A big
issue is quality versus quantity of life.
Some people prefer better years to more
years; some, the opposite. Patients might
think about what they hope to achieve
through treatment. The stamina to keep
running marathons? The ability to perform
daily activities and play with the grandchildren? Relief from debilitating symptoms?

N Engl J Med. 2007 Mar 8;356(10):1009-19.
Epub 2007 Feb 12.
J Am Coll Cardiol. 2007 Nov 20;50(21):2029-36.

	Other factors can include patients’
affinities for (and aversions to) particular
treatments, insurance or financial
concerns, and so on.
n

Lifestyle and compliance—Some
patients follow their doctor’s instructions
to a tee; others don’t. Some aren’t likely
to quit smoking, take up regular exercise,
or improve their diets; others view their
condition as a call for meaningful lifestyle
change. Some are very self-motivated;
others might benefit from working with
a health coach.

Additional factors

“Most ‘multi-vessel’ CAD studies have in
fact looked only at patients with two-vessel
disease—not three- or four-vessel disease—
and the distinctions are critical in terms
of both compromised patient health and
the interpretation of the data,” Smith says.
“People can take these results to mean what
they want them to mean when making a
case for or against a particular therapy.”
Physician expertise and bias: A physician
or hospital’s experience with and/or bias
toward particular treatments plays a role
in which strategies are recommended to
people with heart disease.

Other factors also can come into play when
“It’s one thing for doctors to advocate for the
choosing a treatment for multi-vessel disease. procedures they do, but it can be an entirely
different thing for them to advocate for their
“The patient made me do it” phenomenon:
patients,” Smith says. “We should help our
While patients are encouraged to educate
patients develop a perspective beyond what
themselves and take a proactive role in their
happens today, present them with informaown health, they are increasingly arriving at
tion honestly, and never present a procedure
their initial cardiologist visits with Internet
as an option when another one would be
printouts in hand and a treatment in mind—
more appropriate.”
without having discussed their individual
risks and benefits with their doctors, and
Califf agrees. “Let’s have the courage to tell
frequently armed with data that are murky
our patients the truth about what we know
at best.
about each of these treatment strategies,
Unclear and/or biased data: Unfortunately,
the large body of existing research data
about treating multi-vessel CAD can lead
to confusion, not clarity. The length and
type of the study, as well as the number of
participants, obviously influence the quality
and meaning of the data.
And different uses and interpretations of the
word “multi-vessel”—which can mean two,
three, or four vessels—mean that data from
studies of patients with different degrees
of disease may be combined, accounted for
multiple times, and/or simply unclear.

and take the time to explain all of the risks
and benefits.”
While the morbidity and mortality associated
with coronary artery disease is devastating,
both doctors and patients can thank
ongoing advances in medicine for the variety
of lifesaving treatment options available
today. Selecting the right one to treat a
patient’s multi-vessel disease means working
together to make a carefully informed,
patient-centered decision. o

4

Heart. 2004 September; 90(9): 995–998.

6

5

Ann Thorac Surg. 2006 Oct;82(4):1420-8;
discussion 1428-9.

7

Circulation. 2006 Jan 17;113(2):203-12.
Epub 2006 Jan 9.
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it as being more risky than the other options
because they don’t believe medication and
lifestyle changes can successfully treat their
heart disease.
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Dukemed Giving

Gifts from individuals and organizations are the largest source of non-government support for Duke’s research,
education, patient care, and service missions. To learn more about how you can become a partner with
Duke Medicine, please call 919-667-2500 or visit dukemedicine.org/giving.

Elson’s giving is “payback”

DukeMed

The year was 1965. Melvin Elson, MD’69,
Elson’s early mentors at Duke included
HS’71-’73, newly graduated from the
chair of medicine Eugene Stead, MD, interUniversity of Tennessee, peered across the
nist Morton Bogdonoff, MD, HS’52-’55,
desk at the man who held his future in
and chair of surgery David Sabiston, MD.
his hands.
“We used to go to [Sabiston’s] house for
Elson had driven down that morning to
dinner, and he would read to us sitting by
interview with Joseph Markee, MD, then
the fireplace, from his textbook of surgery,”
chair of anatomy and director of admis- remembers Elson. “There were just so
sions at the Duke University School of
many fantastic physicians to teach us not
Medicine. Wearing a suit he had slipped
just how to take care of patients, but how
into moments earlier at a Durham gas
to really care for patients.”
station, Elson responded as best he could
Elson planned to become a pediatric
to Markee’s questions. Although he had
cardiologist, but decided to take a rotation
done well at UT, graduating summa cum
in dermatology during his second year,
laude, he was stunned to later receive a
mainly because so many mothers were
full scholarship to Duke.
bringing in children with mysterious rashes.
“I didn’t have one penny,” says Elson,
“Not only did I not know [what caused
now an internationally prominent derma- the rashes], none of the pediatricians
tologist. “I never dreamed I could go to
knew. I decided I’d better take some
Duke University medical school.”
dermatology so I could be a good pediaIn February—more than 40 years after
trician,” says Elson. That was how he met
that life-changing event—Elson found
J. Lamar Callaway, MD’33, HS’33-‘35,
himself back in the same room in the
Duke’s first chief of dermatology.
Davison Building. Only now, the man
“He was the ultimate physician in terms
behind the desk in Dr. Markee’s old office
of caring for patients and being able to
was senior vice chancellor for health affairs
communicate with patients,” says Elson.
R. Sanders “Sandy” Williams, MD’74, “Dr. Callaway was the master.”
HS’77-‘80, and it was Elson’s turn to make
Elson finished medical school and
a surprise announcement.
completed a fellowship in dermatology at
Elson and his wife, Betty, told Williams
Duke followed by a medical internship at
about their plan to add $100,000 to the
Vanderbilt University and then residency
Melvin L. and Betty M. Elson Scholarship
training in dermatology at Duke with
Endowment at the School of Medicine. Callaway. He was chief resident in dermaThey have also named the School of
tology in 1973.
Medicine as a beneficiary of their estate.
He went on to have a distinguished
“I don’t know of anybody who gradu- career as an expert in the evaluation and
ated from Duke who doesn’t feel a debt
treatment of the aging face, founding the
of gratitude for the kind of education we
Longevity Institute in Nashville, Tennessee,
received,” says Elson. “A Duke medical
and publishing the textbook Evaluation
education remains different because
and Treatment of the Aging Face. He is
of the emphasis on the doctor-patient
a member of the American Academy of
relationship.”
Dermatology, a frequent television talk
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Melvin Elson, MD

show guest, and holder of a patent for
a topical vitamin K preparation to treat
blood vessel disorders of the skin. He
recently obtained a new patent on a
topical preparation of caffeine, vitamin K,
and anti-inflammatory agents to improve
the appearance of cellulite.
Today Elson is heavily involved in the
training of physicians in Asia, and in
April he visited the campus of the DukeNUS Graduate Medical School Singapore.
During his visit to Duke’s Durham campus
in February, he had lunch with Christine
Kinnier, a third-year Duke medical student
who received the Elson Scholarship
for 2006-07. Kinnier’s research project
concerns lung transplantation and
organ rejection.
“She’s so smart and doing so many different things, it makes me think I couldn’t
get into Duke medical school today,” says
Elson. “Today’s Duke students are at the
absolute top. The little bit that Betty and I
can do to help them is more than payback
for what I received.”

DukeMed Giving

Alster supports well-rounded medical students
wrote the first textbook on cosmetic
laser surgery and is a consulting dermatologist to Lancôme. Each year she
hosts six to 10 young MDs for training fellowships in dermatologic laser
surgery, and she has won numerous
awards for mentorship.
Alster’s career had its beginning at Duke University, where she
was a nursing student and cheerleader in the early 1980s and
then a cardiac intensive care nurse at Duke University Hospital.
She graduated magna cum laude from both nursing and medical
school and went on to complete residency training at Yale
University and a dermatologic surgery fellowship in Boston.

Chut enjoys playing “grandmother in residence”
at Duke Children’s
As a volunteer in Duke’s Neonatal Intensive Care
Unit, Louise Chut recalls cradling a tiny baby who
struggled with every breath. Chut had no idea of
the baby’s exact illness, but she does know that
after surgery her breathing was normal.
A retired professor, Chut has a history of helping
Duke Children’s Hospital and Health Center with
both her time and her pocketbook. She currently
serves as a volunteer with the Duke University
Hospital Institutional Review Board, and she
and her husband, Frank, have made generous planned gifts. She recently
pledged $18,000 to fund two all-occasion greeting cards to be designed by
her grandchildren for the Duke Children’s Card Program. All proceeds will go
directly to Duke Children’s.

Stanbacks help combat environmental causes of cancer
Alice and Fred Stanback have a strong interest in learning more about the
danger of environmental toxins, and they believe Duke University, with its
National Cancer Institute-designated Cancer Center and premier School of the
Environment, can help.
In December the Salisbury, North Carolina, couple gave $2 million to the
Duke Comprehensive Cancer Center and Duke’s Nicholas School of the
Environment and Earth Sciences. The gift will allow Duke researchers to step
up their work to map the pathways by which specific toxic chemicals cycle
through the environment, enter the human body, and
cause mutations that lead to cancer. The Stanbacks
have previously given to both the Cancer Center
and the Nicholas School. Those gifts helped create
a partnership between the two institutions and
provided seed money for nine novel collaborative
projects to investigate links between environmental
toxins and cancer.

Young researcher wins
Runyon-Rachleff Award
A 37-year-old Duke researcher has received
$450,000 to further develop his design for a
small handheld device to detect microscopic
cancer residue following surgery. Surgeons
now have no way to be sure all traces of
cancer have been removed, and patients often
must undergo unnecessary radiation treatment,
risking side effects like radiation-induced cancer,
organ damage, and fatigue.
David Kirsh, T’93, MD, PhD, an associate
professor of radiation oncology and cancer
biology, received one of three Damon RunyonRachleff Innovation
Awards in January.
He is working with
researchers at MIT
to build the imaging
device and hopes
to start testing it in
mice later this year
at Duke.
Administered by the Damon Runyon Cancer
Research Foundation and funded by venture
capitalist Andy Rachleff, the award targets
young researchers whose high-risk projects
may not qualify for National Institutes of
Health funding. Rachleff, a partner in the
Silicon Valley venture firm Benchmark Capital,
and his wife, Debra, plan to spend $6.5
million on 18 innovative projects by young
researchers over the next few years.
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Tina S. Alster, N’81, MD’86, has been called “the Chuck Yeager of
laser surgery.” Like the legendary aviation pioneer and World War II
fighter pilot, she can claim firsts that helped launch an industry.
And, like Yeager, she dedicates a generous amount of time and
energy to training those who want to follow in her footsteps.
Alster, a former member of the Duke Medicine Board of Visitors,
has given $100,000 to the Duke Medicine Financial Aid Initiative
to fund scholarships for medical students, with preference given to
students who are well-rounded and active on campus and in
the community.
Alster is the founding director of the Washington Institute of
Dermatologic Laser Surgery, the nation’s first private practice
dedicated exclusively to advanced laser skin treatments. She
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DukeMed appointments
Roses to lead new Duke Drug Discovery Institute
Allen D. Roses, MD, an internationally renowned
research scientist, has returned to Duke to lead a
new drug discovery institute. Roses, who left the
university in 1997 after 27 years at Duke, has been
senior vice president for genetics research and
pharmacogenetics at GlaxoSmithKline.
“Allen is a world-class research scientist. We
are thrilled to have him rejoin Duke to focus on
development of new therapies to meet major unmet medical
needs,” says R. Sanders Williams, MD, senior vice chancellor
for academic affairs. “The new Duke Drug Discovery Institute
he will lead will bring together researchers with a wide range
of skills pertinent to the drug discovery continuum, adding an
exciting and novel dimension to Duke’s established programs
in genomic medicine and translational research.”
The institute will employ an innovative new model
designed to fill the void between academic drug discovery
and translational medicine. “This first-of-its kind institute will
be a new approach to the development of drugs by spanning
early molecular discovery to proof-of-concept clinical trials,”
says Roses. “I’m looking forward to utilizing the knowledge
I’ve obtained through my years in the academic and
pharmaceutical industries to bring new, effective medications
to market from overlooked molecular compounds.”
The institute will translate published research into therapeutic
molecules by taking on a role that has traditionally been held
by the pharmaceutical and biotech industries. Work will also

begin to investigate potentially successful molecules that have
cleared preclinical safety studies, but have been passed over
for further development by medium and large pharmaceutical
companies, Roses says.
Williams says the institute will complement the NIH-funded
Duke Translational Medicine Institute that comprises the Duke
Clinical Research Institute, Duke Translational Research Institute,
and Duke Community Clinical Research Unit, all under the
direction of Rob Califf, MD, vice chancellor for clinical research.
Officials say they expect the institute will be funded by
philanthropic support and privately sponsored projects
focused on specific molecules, as well as by federal grants
and sponsored research agreements with pharmaceutical and
biotechnology companies.
During his initial tenure at Duke, Roses led research to
uncover genetic links associated with the development of
Alzheimer’s disease. He is well known for his work surrounding
the discovery of the ApoE4 gene that has been found to
predispose those with the gene to develop Alzheimer’s. In
addition to his appointment as the director of the new institute,
Roses will reassume his chair as Jefferson-Pilot Professor
of Neurobiology and Genetics and will be a member of the
Duke Institute for Genome Sciences & Policy, with which the
new institute will also be administratively aligned. In addition,
Roses is a senior scholar with the health sector management
program at Duke University’s Fuqua School of Business.

Watson appointed CEO of DRH

DukeMed

Kerry Watson became CEO of
Prior to Watson’s career at Duke, he served in various
Durham Regional Hospital in March.
leadership positions for six years at Holy Cross Hospital in
Watson has held significant leader- Silver Spring, Maryland, and prior to that spent 10 years in
ship positions within Duke University
management positions in the Howard University Hospital
Health System (DUHS) over the past
Department of Radiology in Washington, D.C. He also
10 years, most recently as senior
served a term as administrative officer for the Department
associate operating officer at Duke
of Radiology at Walter Reed Army Medical Center.
University Hospital (DUH).
“I am excited and honored by this opportunity to partner
“Kerry has proven himself to be an extremely effective
with hospital employees, leadership, medical staff, and
leader, has demonstrated an ability to build strong teams
Durham County leadership to continue to build the best
and rally consensus behind major issues and initiatives, health care delivery system for Durham,” Watson says.
and has produced solid results,” says William J. Fulkerson, “Durham Regional has a rich legacy of providing excellent
MD, CEO of DUH and vice president for acute care services
care for patients, and I’m looking forward to being a part
for DUHS. “He has a deep commitment to the community
of further advancements that will be made over the next
and the patients we serve.”
many years.”
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Nursing School appointment trio

Scott Gibson, formerly vice dean for administration and
finance at Duke University School of Medicine, has been
appointed as executive vice dean for administration. In his new
role, Gibson is responsible for the day-to-day operations of the
school, including overseeing the school’s
nearly $900-million annual budget.
Gibson was praised for dedication
and integrity that have helped to build
a greater sense of trust and community
among the school’s leaders and managers.
“Even before I came to Duke, I was hearing
about Scott’s strong administrative skills
and financial acumen,” says Nancy C. Andrews, MD, PhD,
dean of the Duke University School of Medicine. “Across the
country, he has a reputation for integrity, and he’s known for
being a high achiever, a clear communicator, and a resultsoriented leader. I have every expectation that he will bring
those skills to his new role.”
“I’m eager to work with Dean Andrews and the rest of her
team to help improve and further Duke’s recognized excellence across our three missions of teaching, research, and
patient care,” says Gibson.
“Scott has earned the admiration and respect of everyone
at Duke, and he has gained a national reputation among top
administrators at academic medical centers,” says R. Sanders
Williams, MD, senior vice chancellor for academic affairs.

Dori Taylor Sullivan, PhD, RN-BC, will become
associate dean for academic affairs, effective
July 1. She will oversee the school’s four degree
programs and various offices supporting academic
affairs. Over the last 30 years, Sullivan has held
leadership positions in nursing education and
health care, including assistant vice chancellor at
the University of Connecticut Health Center and
faculty member in the UConn School of Nursing.
Fran D. Green Mauney, MEd, BSN, began her role as associate
dean for clinical affairs in April. She will lead
the school’s clinical practice mission and will be
responsible for the development, evaluation,
and dissemination of innovative and financially
viable models of nursing practice. Mauney
most recently served as interim chief executive
officer at Durham Regional Hospital.
Terry M. Valiga, EdD, RN, FAAN, will become director of the new
Institute for Educational Excellence, effective July 1. She will work
with the faculty to lead curriculum and instruction efforts and to
develop an institute that will serve as an internal school resource
and an external force bringing leadership to educational excellence in nursing. Valiga is the chief program officer of the National
League for Nursing. She is a former dean of the Fairfield University
School of Nursing in Connecticut.

Acute care leadership

A new role in IT

Gail Shulby became chief of staff for Acute
Care Services of Duke University Health System
and Duke University Hospital (DUH) in January.
Shulby reports to CEO William J. Fulkerson,
MD, and will work on strategic growth plans,
clinical department and health system alignment and integration, system-wide operations,
and the quality agenda.
A registered nurse, Shulby holds a BSN from Duke and also
received her master of liberal studies degree with a certificate
in health policy at Duke. She has worked at Duke for 28 years,
beginning as a staff nurse in surgical critical care and later
serving as a clinical nurse educator, director of Accreditation
and Regulatory Affairs, and compliance officer for DUH.

Jeffrey Ferranti, MD, began his new appointment
as associate chief information officer for enterprise
analytics and patient safety, Duke Health Technology
Solutions (DHTS), in April. He leads IT initiatives
related to patient safety and works to develop integrated database applications across the system, in
addition to leading the perioperative development
team—the alignment enabling data integration
across the continuum of care, and positioning the data warehouse
to better support the clinical, academic, and business missions of
the health system.
A neonatologist trained in medical informatics, Ferranti has been
a part of DHTS since 2005. He helped guide the development of
pediatric computerized physician order entry (CPOE) and provided
strategic oversight of computerized patient safety initiatives and
the enterprise data warehouse.
DukeMed

Gibson named executive vice
dean of medical school

Three new leadership appointments for the Duke University School
of Nursing were announced in April:
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Peter Agre, MD, is president-elect
of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science.

Nancy C. Andrews, MD, PhD, was
appointed to NIDDK’s advisory council.

Dan G. Blazer, MD, PhD, received
the 2008 Oskar Pfister Award.

Victor J. Dzau, MD, was
elected to the Council of the
Institute of Medicine.

Nobel laureate Peter Agre, MD,
James B. Duke Professor of Cell
Biology, became president-elect
of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science
(AAAS) in February, starting a
one-year term. At the end of
the society’s annual meeting in
2009, Agre will become AAAS
president. Founded in 1848, the
AAAS is a non-profit organization that publishes the journal
Science and spearheads programs to improve understanding
of science worldwide.

Principal investigators of
DOD awards are: Katherine
Aird; Theresa Barberi; Marisa
Buchakjian; Bennett Chin,
MD; Dominic Crotty; Nicholas
D’Amato; Daniel George, MD;
Michael Morse, MD; Judd
Moul, MD; Alexander Ney;
Julie Ostrander, PhD; Kristy
Perez; Justin Roper; Liang
Zhai; Jun Zhu, PhD.

Award, which recognizes
achievements in integrating the
fields of religion, spirituality, and
psychiatry.
As part of the award, Blazer
was also invited to present a
special lecture, “Prozac and
the Spiritual Self,” at the APA’s
annual meeting in May. Blazer
is a member of the Community
of Scholars at Duke University’s
Center for Spirituality, Theology,
and Health and author of Freud
vs. God: How Psychiatry Lost Its
Soul and Christianity Lost Its Mind.

provides unbiased, evidencebased, and authoritative
information concerning health
and science policies to Congress,
government agencies, leaders
in every sector of society, and
the public at large. The IOM is
governed by a council consisting
of a president and 20 members
elected by the membership to
three-year terms.
“I am honored to be elected to
the Institute of Medicine Council,
which does such important work
for the nation,” Dzau says. “The
election is about more than
me—it is a vote of confidence
in the work being done by all
the people of Duke Medicine to
transform medicine and health
through breakthrough research,
educating future clinical leaders,
and providing outstanding
patient care.”

Asif Ahmad, vice president
of diagnostic services, chief
information officer, and
associate dean of academic
computing for Duke Medicine,
was named one of 2008’s
“Premier 100” IT leaders by
Computerworld magazine. The
magazine singled out Ahmad for
his bold leadership in completing
the computerized physician
order entry system, making Duke
University Hospital one of the
1.5 percent of U.S. hospitals that
have fully adopted CPOE.

DukeMed

Fifteen Duke researchers—
from tenured faculty members
to pre-doctoral students—were
selected for awards totaling
$3.8 million from the U.S.
Department of Defense’s
prestigious Congressionally
Directed Medical Research
Programs in 2007.
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Nancy C. Andrews, MD, PhD,
dean of Duke University School
of Medicine, was appointed
to the Advisory Council of the
National Institute of Diabetes
and Digestive and Kidney
Diseases (NIDDK) in January. The
institute is part of the National
Institutes of Health (NIH).
Andrews, who is also the
Duke vice chancellor for academic affairs, is an internationally
renowned researcher in pediatric
hematology and oncology. Her
research interests include the
study of iron absorption and
its role in hereditary hemochromatosis, an inherited disease
that causes an accumulation of
excess iron in the body. Andrews
also joined the council’s Kidney,
Urologic, and Hematologic
Diseases Subcommittee.
Dan G. Blazer, MD, PhD, JP
Gibbons Professor of Psychiatry
and Behavioral Sciences, received
the American Psychiatric
Association’s 2008 Oskar Pfister

Coleen K. Cunningham, MD,
has been appointed by the
National Institutes of Health to
the NIH Council of Councils. The
council’s 27 members advise
the NIH director on priorities,
policies, and activities. It also
acts as an external advisory
panel for initiatives across the
NIH organization. Cunningham,
chief of infectious diseases in the
Department of Pediatrics, will
also serve as liaison to the Office
of AIDS Research.
Victor J. Dzau, MD, chancellor
for health affairs at Duke
University and president and
CEO of Duke University Health
System, has been elected to a
three-year term on the Council
of the Institute of Medicine
(IOM) of the National Academies.
The IOM is the nation’s adviser
on ways to improve health. It

Terri N. Ellis, PhD, a Duke
researcher, has been awarded
a $100,000 postdoctoral
fellowship from The Hartwell
Foundation. Ellis’s research
focuses on the antibioticresistant bacteria Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, a primary cause of
pediatric pneumonia and cystic
fibrosis-related infections.
Named a “Top Ten Center of
Biomedical Research” by The
Hartwell Foundation, Duke met
the stringent qualifying criteria
to receive a Hartwell Fellowship.
The Hartwell Foundation’s

dukemed people

Terri N. Ellis, PhD, received a postdoctoral fellowship from The Hartwell
Foundation.

Geoffrey S. Ginsburg, MD, PhD, was
appointed to the National Advisory
Council for Human Genome Research.

Augustus O. Grant, MD, PhD,
received the American Heart
Associations’s Gold Heart Award.

Erich Jarvis, PhD, was named a
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Investigator.

primary mission is to grant
awards for innovative and
cutting-edge biomedical
research that will potentially
benefit children.

progress in the field, and identifying unmet patient needs.

voluntary health organization.
A past president of the
AHA, Grant has been an
association volunteer since
1974. He is a past chair of
the association’s Science
Advisory and Coordinating
Committee and a past member
of the Women & Minorities
Leadership Committee. As a
member of the Scientific Review
Committee, he chaired sections
focused on cellular physiology
and pharmacology. He is also
a past member of the editorial
boards of two association
journals, Circulation and
Circulation Research.

tional center to conduct both
clinical and preclinical investigations of TBI and PTSD, disorders
which frequently coexist in newly
returning veterans from Iraq and
Afghanistan and mandate innovative treatment approaches.
The five-year award
encompasses $1.5 million in
support in addition to funding
for upcoming clinical trials.

Tong J. Gan, MD, professor and
vice chair of the Department of
Anesthesiology, was elected president of the International Society
of Anesthetic Pharmacology.
ISAP’s missions are teaching and
research, encouraging scientific

Larry B. Goldstein, MD,
professor of neurology and
director of the Duke Center for
Cerebrovascular Disease, began
serving as chair of the American
Heart Association Advocacy
Coordinating Committee in June.
The Advocacy Coordinating
Committee organizes the
AHA’s governmental activities.
Goldstein is also a member
of the AHA National Board
of Directors and the AHA
Administrative Cabinet. He will
continue his role as president of
the AHA Mid-Atlantic Affiliate.
Augustus O. Grant, MD, PhD,
vice dean of faculty enrichment
and professor of medicine at
Duke, received the Gold Heart
Award from the American Heart
Association in April. The award—
the highest honor given to AHA
volunteers—recognizes Grant for
continued distinguished service
to the nation’s oldest and largest

Duke University and Durham
Veterans Affairs Medical Center
(VAMC) researchers have been
selected as one of 10 collaborative investigative teams receiving
Department of Defense grants
as part of a nationwide effort
to address the urgent needs of
our nation’s veterans. Gerald
Grant, MD, of the Department
of Surgery and Christine Marx,
MD, of the Department of
Psychiatry will be leading a team
of researchers focusing on critical
research gap areas in traumatic
brain injury (TBI) and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).
Duke and the Durham VAMC/
Mid-Atlantic Mental Illness
Research, Education, and Clinical
Center (MIRECC) will create a
unique interdisciplinary transla-

Erich Jarvis, PhD, associate
professor of neurobiology, was
named a Howard Hughes
Medical Institute (HHMI)
Investigator in May. He was one
of 56 scientists chosen this year
in a highly selective national
competition that occurs about
every three years, and joins six
other Duke scientists who are
current HHMI Investigators, with
their research supported by
the institute.
Jarvis is being honored as
an innovator in neuroscience,
specifically for his comparative
studies using songbirds, other
bird and mammal species, and
humans to get at the mystery of
how language is learned.
“[These investigators] are poised
to advance scientific knowledge
dramatically in the coming years,
and we are committed to providing them with the freedom and
flexibility to do so,” says Thomas
R. Cech, HHMI president.

DukeMed

Powell G. Fox Jr., MD, was
honored by Duke Raleigh
Hospital for lifetime achievement
earlier this year. After 20 years
as the hospital’s chief medical
officer and part of its history
for nearly 50 years, he stepped
down to take an emeritus role.
As a urologist at Duke Raleigh
Hospital’s predecessor, Mary
Elizabeth Hospital, Fox led the
way in constructing what is now
Duke Raleigh Hospital. In 1977,
he organized the advisory board
for the new facility, where he
was the founding chair for well
over two decades.
Throughout his tenure on the
Duke Raleigh Advisory Board, Fox
functioned as the primary liaison
and advocate for hospital medical
staff. His leadership was critical
in the development of the first
diagnostic catheterization lab at
Duke Raleigh and in the building
of Duke Raleigh Cancer Center,
among other initiatives.

Geoffrey S. Ginsburg, MD,
PhD, has been selected to
serve on the National Advisory
Council for Human Genome
Research. Ginsburg, a professor
of medicine and of pathology at
Duke, is founding director of the
Center for Genomic Medicine in
the Duke Institute for Genome
Sciences & Policy.
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Joanne Kurtzberg, MD, was
appointed to the Advisory Council on
Blood Stem Cell Transplantation.

Douglas Marchuk, PhD, and John Perfect, MD, were
selected as 2007 Fellows of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science.

Barton F. Haynes, MD received
more grant dollars from the
National Institutes of Health in
2007 than any other principal
investigator at a top-25 NIH
grant-receiving institution,
according to a list compiled
by Genetic Engineering &
Biotechnology News.
Haynes, who is the Frederic M.
Hanes Professor of Medicine and
Immunology at Duke University
Medical Center and director of
the Center for HIV/AIDS Vaccine
Immunology (CHAVI), received
$46,482,429, putting him atop
the 2007 ranking.

high-quality cord blood, and
increasing the amount of cord
blood that is available for
research.

DukeMed

Joanne Kurtzberg, MD, director of the Pediatric Blood and
Marrow Transplant Program,
director of the Carolinas Cord
Blood Bank at Duke, and professor of pediatrics and pathology at
Duke, was appointed to the U.S.
Department of Health and Human
Services’ new Advisory Council on
Blood Stem Cell Transplantation
(ACBSCT) in January.
Kurtzberg, who was among
23 board members appointed
by Secretary Mike Leavitt, will
review and make recommendations on issues pertaining to
blood stem cell transplantation.
The board’s goals will include
increasing the number of unrelated donor transplants using
blood stem cells from adult
donors and cord blood, creating
a public inventory of available
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John Madden, MD, PhD, associate professor of pathology, has
been appointed to a four-year
term on the American Joint
Committee on Cancer. Madden
is also the recipient of the 2007
Hartman Memorial Award of the
College of American Pathologists
for distinguished service to the
profession of pathology.
Douglas Marchuk, PhD,
professor in the Department
of Molecular Genetics and
Microbiology and co-director
of the University Program
in Genetics and Genomics
(UPGG), and John Perfect, MD,
professor in the Department of
Medicine’s Division of Infectious
Diseases and in Molecular
Genetics and Microbiology, and
director of the Duke University
Mycology Research Unit
(DUMRU), have been selected as
2007 Fellows of the American
Association for the Advancement
of Science, the world’s largest
general federation of scientists.
Marchuk was honored for
his work in human genetics
and vascular biology, and
Perfect was honored for his
pioneering studies in infectious
disease etiology, treatment, and
management.

Joseph McClernon, PhD, an
assistant professor in Duke
University Medical Center’s
Department of Psychiatry and
Behavioral Sciences, was named
the recipient of the 2009 JarvikRussell Young Investigator award
at the annual meeting of the
Society for Research on Nicotine
and Tobacco.
Elise A. Olsen, MD, began a
four-year term on the board
of directors of the American
Academy of Dermatology in
February. Olsen is a professor of
dermatology and oncology
at Duke.
Scott Soderling, PhD, and Terry
Lechler, PhD, assistant professors in the Duke Department of
Cell Biology, have each received
$150,000 Basil O’Connor Starter
Scholar Research Awards from
the March of Dimes to advance
their studies.
Soderling’s work focuses
on how a particular gene may
contribute to mental retardation.
Lechler is studying how certain
genetic mutations may cause
a wide variety of birth defects.
These new grants bring the
total of current March of Dimes
awards at Duke University to
$1.5 million.

Huntington F. Willard, was
elected to the American Academy
of Arts & Sciences.

Huntington F. Willard, PhD,
Nanaline H. Duke Professor of
Genome Sciences and director of the Duke Institute for
Genome Sciences & Policy, was
among 212 scholars, scientists,
artists, and civic, corporate, and
philanthropic leaders elected to
the American Academy of Arts
& Sciences in April. The honorary
society and independent policy
research center conducts multidisciplinary studies of complex
and emerging problems.
Willard is also the vice
chancellor for genome sciences at
Duke University. He has authored
or co-authored more than 300
scientific publications, including
the widely used textbook
Genetics in Medicine.
Joanne A.P. Wilson, MD, Anna
Mae Diehl, MD, and Dawn T.
Provenzale, MD, received the
designation of “Outstanding
Women in Gastroenterology”
from the American
Gastroenterological Association
(AGA). The three Duke faculty
members were among 16
chosen from around the world.
Duke has the greatest number
of awardees of any GI division in
the country, reflecting the division’s longstanding commitment
to women in gastroenterology.

new physicians

Anesthesiology

William O. Griffiths, MD
Harps Mill Internal
Medicine
Particular Clinical Interests
and Skills: General internal
medicine
Faculty Rank: Consulting
Associate
MD Degree: Indiana
University School of
Medicine, 1995
Residency: Internal
Medicine, Indiana
University School of
Medicine, 1998
Other Degree: BS,
Pharmacy, Albany College
of Pharmacy, New York,
1985

MD Degree: University of
Michigan Medical School,
1996
Residency: Pediatrics,
Children’s Hospital
Boston, Massachusetts,
1996-1999
James C. SasakiAdams, MD
General Internal
Medicine/Duke Hospital
Medicine Program
Particular Clinical Interests
and Skills: Hospital
medicine
Faculty Rank: Consulting
Associate
MD Degree: University of
Wisconsin-Madison, 2003
Residency: UNC Hospitals,
2006

SURGERY

David M. Kaylie, MD
Otolaryngology-Head and
Neck Surgery
Particular Clinical Interests
and Skills: Surgery for
tumors of the base
of skull, chronic ear
disease and hearing loss,
management of the
vertiginous patient
Faculty Rank: Associate
Professor
Richard P. Embrey, MD
MD Degree: Medical
Cardiovascular and
College of Virginia, 1997
Thoracic Surgery
Particular Clinical Interests Residency:
and Skills: Adult-acquired Otolaryngology-Head and
Vinod V. Kurup, MD
Neck Surgery, Oregon
and congenital heart
General Internal
defects, including coronary Health Sciences University,
Medicine/Duke Hospital
1998-2002
DUKE UNIVERSITY
artery disease, valvular
Medicine Program
AFFILIATED PHYSICIANS
heart disease, atrial septal Fellowship: Otology and
Particular Clinical Interests
defects, ventricular septal Neurotology, The Otology
and Skills: Medical
Group P.C., Tennessee,
MEDICINE
defects
informatics, care of the
2002-2004
MD Degree: Johns
underserved
Hopkins University School Other Degree: MS,
Faculty Rank: Consulting
Neuroanatomy, Medical
of Medicine, Maryland,
Associate
College of Virginia,
1983
MD Degree: University of Lalit Verma, MD
1992-1993
Residency: General
Wisconsin, 1996
General Internal
Surgery, Massachusetts
Residency: Internal
Medicine/Duke Hospital
General Hospital,
Medicine, New England
Medicine Program
Medical Center,
Particular Clinical Interests 1983-1988
Thoracic Surgery,
Massachusetts, 1996-1999 and Skills: Hospital
Tracy M. Black, MD
University of Alabama at
medicine
Metropolitan Durham
Birmingham, 1988-1990
Faculty Rank: Consulting
Medical Group
Melinda J. Battaile, MD
Fellowship: Cardiac
Associate
Particular Clinical Interests General Internal
Surgery, University of
MD Degree: University
Medicine/Duke Hospital
and Skills: General
Alabama at Birmingham,
of Maryland School of
endocrinology, diabetes
Medicine Program
1990-1991
Medicine, 1998
mellitus
Particular Clinical Interests
Other Degree: MBA,
Residency: University of
Faculty Rank: Consulting
and Skills: Hospital
Fuqua School of Business, Alexander Perez, MD
Maryland, 2001
Associate
medicine
Duke University, 2008
MD Degree: Howard
Faculty Rank: Consulting
General Surgery
University, Washington,
Associate
Particular Clinical Interests
PEDIATRICS
D.C., 1988
MD Degree: University
and Skills: General and
Residency: Internal
of Maryland School of
minimally invasive surgery
Christopher P. Manik, MD
Medicine, Washington
Medicine
Faculty Rank: Assistant
General Internal
Hospital Center,
Residency: University of
Professor
Medicine/Duke Hospital
Washington, D.C.,
Maryland Medical Center Medicine Program
MD Degree: Universidad El
1988-1991
Bosque, Colombia, 2000
Particular Clinical Interests
Fellowship: Endocrinology,
Residency: Surgery,
and Skills: Inpatient care
UNC Hospitals, 1994-1997
Brigham and Women’s
of cancer patients
Other Degree: MS,
Hospital, Massachusetts,
Faculty Rank: Consulting
Nutrition, 1999
2002-2003
Associate
Surgery, Baystate Medical
MD Degree: University of
Center, Massachusetts,
Pennsylvania, 1989
Heather S. McLean, MD
2003-2007
Residency: Internal
Hospital and Emergency
Fellowship:
Medicine, Mount
Medicine
Gastrointestinal Surgery
Auburn Hospital, Harvard Particular Clinical Interests
Research, Brigham and
University, Massachusetts, and Skills: Hospital
Women’s Hospital,
1992
medicine, emergency
Vanosia S. Faison, MD
Massachusetts, 2000-2002
Other Degree: MS,
medicine, procedural
General Internal
Minimally Invasive Surgery,
Pharmacology, University
sedation, resident and
Medicine/Duke Hospital
Duke University Medical
of Pennsylvania, 1988
medical student education
Medicine Program
Center, 2007-2008
Faculty Rank: Assistant
Particular Clinical Interests
Professor
and Skills: Hospital
medicine

DukeMed

Heather J. Frederick, MD
Pediatric Anesthesiology
Particular Clinical Interests
and Skills: Pediatric
anesthesia
Faculty Rank: Assistant
Professor
MD Degree: Duke
University School of
Medicine, 2002
Residency: Anesthesiology,
Duke University Medical
Center, 2006
Fellowship: Pediatric
Anesthesiology, UNC
Hospitals, 2007

Faculty Rank: Consulting
Associate
MD Degree: Wayne State
University School of
Medicine, Michigan, 2003
Residency: Internal
Medicine and Pediatrics,
Wright State University
School of Medicine,
Ohio, 2007
Other Degree: MS,
Biology, Alabama State
University, 1998

To make an appointment with a Duke physician, call 1-888-ASK-DUKE (275-3853). Physicians call 1-800-MED-DUKE (633-3853)
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Looking for a thoughtful way to honor someone special?

Tribute Giving
Consider a gift to honor a friend or family
member or to thank someone at Duke whose
care made a difference for you or your family.

Your gift to the Friends of Duke Medicine
fund will help our doctors, nurses, and other
professional staff continue to save lives,
educate future health care professionals,
and advance medicine and health through
pioneering research.

Mail your gift and the names and addresses of honorees
who should receive an acknowledgement to:
Duke Medicine, Office of Development
Tribute Giving
512 S. Mangum Street
Suite 400
Durham, NC 27701-3973
919-667-2500
Or make your gift online at dukemedicine.org/giving.

continuing medical education AT DUKE
For more information on the courses listed below, please contact the Duke Office
of Continuing Medical Education at 919-401-1200 or visit cme.mc.duke.edu.

duke CME Calendar
COURSE	

DATE	LOCATION	CREDIT	REGISTRATION

ANESTHESIOLOGY

Anesthesia Camp Laguna Beach 2008	October 2–4, 2008	Laguna Beach, CA	

17 credits

cmetracker.net/DUKE/courses.html

Anesthesia Camp Lanai 2008	October 29–	Lanai, HI	
	November 1, 2008

22 credits

cmetracker.net/DUKE/courses.html

Anesthesia Camp St. Thomas 2009
January 28–31, 2009	Ritz Carlton, St. Thomas,
		U.S. Virgin Islands

20 credits

cmetracker.net/DUKE/courses.html

5 credits

919-401-1200

25 credits

1-888-886-3485

6 credits

919-401-1200

6 credits

919-401-1200

HEPATOLOGY

6th Annual Liver Disease Symposium 	September 6, 2008
Duke University
		Medical Center
INTERNAL MEDICINE

24th Annual Internal Medicine Symposium

July 28–August 1, 2008	Hilton Head Island, SC	

9th Annual Hampton Roads Oncology 	October 25, 2008	Virginia Beach, VA
Educational Conference
OTHER

Highlights from ASCO 2008:
July 18, 2008	Cary, NC	
The Era of Personalized Care Treatment			

ON Site

ONCOLOGY

PEDIATRICS

Optimizing Mechanical Ventilation for 	October 21–23, 2008
Infants & Children Conference

Durham, NC

16.75 credits cmetracker.net/DUKE/courses.html

RADIOLOGY

2008 Duke Radiology Summer
July 28–August 1, 2008	Myrtle Beach, SC	
Postgraduate Course		

21.75 credits radiology.duke.edu

Musculoskeletal MRI & Neuroimaging	October 18–21, 2008	Asheville, NC

20 credits

radiology.duke.edu

5 credits

919-401-1200

UROLOGY

Duke Tuesday in Urology	November 4, 2008
Duke University
		Medical Center

DATE	CREDIT	REGISTRATION
1 credit

pediatrics.duke.edu

Advances in the Treatment of 	Through December 6, 2008
Metastatic Breast Cancer: The Emerging Role
of Novel Taxanes (Web Archive)

1 credit

919-401-1200

The Silent Epidemic: Optimizing CHF Treatment 	Through December 30, 2008
for the African American Patient

1.5 credits

cme.mc.duke.edu

New Insights into Curbing the MRSA Epidemic: 	Through December 31, 2008
Focus on Bacteremia and Endocarditis

1.5 credits

919-401-1200

Skeletal and Hematological Pathology of 	Through December 31, 2008
Type I Gaucher Disease

1.5 credits

cme.mc.duke.edu

HIV Clinical Directions: Clinical Information for 	Through February 28, 2009
Physicians Treating HIV/AIDS, Issue 3

1.5 credits

919-401-1200

Silence Is Suicide: Frontline HIV/AIDS Treatment	Through April 29, 2009
for African Americans

1.5 credits

919-401-1200

Advances in Treating Renal Cell Carcinoma, 	Through April 29, 2009
Issue 1

1.5 credits

919-401-1200

13th Annual Duke ACS Symposium CD-ROM: 	Through April 30, 2009
Raising the Bar—Evidence-Based
Antithrombotic Therapy in ACS

no credit listed

919-401-1200

Online Test Event

1 credit

919-401-1200

January 1, 2010

These activities have been approved for AMA PRA Category 1 Credits.

onLINE

Managing Adolescent Depression in Primary 	Through September 23, 2008
Care: Assessing the Benefits and the Risks

DukeMed

COURSE	
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TAKING ON THE HEART QUESTIONS
In the first annual Thomas Ryan, MD, Duke Heart Center
Lecture, Duke cardiothoracic surgeon Peter Smith, MD,
interventional cardiologist Magnus Ohman, MD, and
cardiologist Robert Califf, MD, went three rounds on the

question of how best to manage multi-vessel coronary
artery disease. Read on page 48 how these titans of cardiac
care debated the often-tricky choices between percutaneous
interventions, bypass surgery, or medical management.

“Let’s have the courage to tell our patients the truth
about what we know about each of these treatment strategies.” —ROBERT CALIFF, MD
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